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In Our 100th Year
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TVA Won't Up
Rates Until April
By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority's nearly
three million consumers will not feel
any increase in electric rates until next
April under action taken by the
agency's directors today.
In a complicated maneuver to carry
over to 1980 what officials now estimate
will be a $163 million surplus, the TVA
board voted 2-1 to formally raise rates
10.8 percent Oct. 2.
But the surplus will be used as a
power credit for the first six months of
fiscal 1980, in effect leaving the. rates,
now averaging about $31 per 1,000
kilowatt hours, the same until April.
TVA chairman S. David Freeman
and director Richard M. Freeman, who
are not related, approved the actions
after the seven-state government
utility's power staff said it was the only
legal way to give consumers the
savings the agency realized in 1979.
Director Bob Clement, however,
saying it made no sense to approve now
an increase for April, voted against the
measures.
The Freemans, unrelated, and
Clement also were to vote today on
proposals to spend more than $8 million
on programs to demonstrate new
energy technologies.
They include $1.75 million contracts
each with three firms — C-E Power
Systems of Windsor, Conn.; Babcock

Under Restraining Order

Action Can't Be
Brought Against
Hubbard,Combs

Contractors Inc. of Pittsburgh and
Babcock & Wilcox — to design a 200,000
kilowatt fluidized combustion plant to
be built in western Kentucky.
Fluidized bed combustion is a
relatively new technology in which
heated air is blown into the bottom of a
furnace to keep coal in a fluid state. Its
advantage is that sulfur, one of the
main pollutants from coal, is removed
before it reaches the plant's stacks as
sulfur dioxide.
Another
energy
technology
demonstration on the directors' agenda
was a $3 million authorization to buy
piping systems for delivering waste
heat from the Watts Bar nuclear plant
to a proposed industrial park.
The expenditure would raise to $5.7
million the total cost of the
cogeneration modifications to the Watts
Bar plant now under construction near
Spring City.
Also on the board's agenda was a $1.9
million purchase of a belt device to
speed unloading and improve coal
sampling as it is delivered to TVA's
Kingston power plant 45 miles west of
Knoxville.

IN SERVICE — Teachers received several types of training Wednesda
y in
an in service day at Calloway County High School.(Above) Susan Ramp,
center, supervises a visual impairment exercise, tracing objects by viewing
them in mirrors. Ramp explained the exercise was to help the teachers
become aware and understand the frustrations of students with visual
problems.(Below) Reita Ladd, standing, conducts a visual perception
test.
Ladd said some of the words and sentences on the paper were incomplete
or unreadable. This exercise also is to help teachers become aware of
students' frustrations. Other exercises included use of a subordinate hand
or use of a wheelchair.

Evidence that some East Tennessee
mines were loading high-quality coal
atop lower quality fuel and even dirt in
some instances in trucks bound for the
Kingston plant surfaced four years ago.
The FBI conducted an investigation but
no charges ever were filed.

Kentucky Candy Co. began
operations in the old Alm° School in
1973. Nixon said he started out with nine
employees and today employees 40
persons in addition to 23 sales people.
He estimated his annual payroll at near
$400,000.
The firm manufactures a line of
candy products as well as distributes
other food items such as summer
sausages and cured ham.
The complaint was entered by
Marvin R. O'Koon, general counsel and
signed for him by Terry L. Morrison,
attorney for the state Department for
Human Resources, Frankfort.
The complaint alleges that Kentucky
Candy Company has "consistently and
repeatedly conducted (its) business in a
manner which is in violation of the
Kentucky Food,Drug and Cosmetic Act
and (has) on numerous occasions
produced, prepared, packed or held
food under unsanitary conditions,

Ballantine scheduled a hearing on a
motion for a preliminary injunction in
the case for 9:30 a.m. CDT, Sept. 26 in
Paducah. U.S. District Judge Edward
Johnstone had disqualified himself
from the suit claiming he had "close acquaintances" among some of those involved.

The registry received a complaint in
May concerning the handling of Hubbard's campaign funds in Breathitt
County. State police detectives were
ordered to investigate and their findings were read in a closed meeting,
testimony revealed. :

During Labor Day Holiday

641 South Residents
To Be Asked For
Water Line Easements

Motorists May Have
To Pay Price For Gas
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- — Kentuckians who spend the Labor Day
weekend on the highway shouldn't have
much trouble finding gasoline — if
they're willing to pay still higher prices
for it.
The weekly fuel gauge survey by the
Bluegrass and Louisville automobile
clubs shows average per-gallon prices
jumped another 11
/
2 cents this week,
pushing the cost of two grades of fuel
above the $1 mark at full-service
stations.
Fuel costs at full-service pumps now
average 97.4 cents for regular, $102.5
for premium and 81.01.1 for unleaded,
according to the survey.
Prices at self-service stations range
21
/
2 to 5 cents lower. Average per-gallon
costs are now 92.7 cents for regular, 99.9

cents for premium and 97.2 cents for
unleaded.
Diesel fuel prices increased a penny
to an average of 95.6 cents a gallon.
Gasoline supplies and availability
should be more than adequate, the
survey showed,as less than 3 percent of
the stations reported being out of one or
more grades of gasoline.
Overall hours of operation improved
about 5 percent, with 35 percent of the
stations staying open after 8 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 62 percent to
be open after 6 p.m. Saturday, 36
percent to be open on Sunday and 65
percent to be open on Labor Day.
Round-the-clock operations remained
unchanged from last week, with 13
percent of the stations to be open 24
hours a day, seven days a week.

Calloway High School To
Hold Orientation Tonight
Freshmen orientation will be held
tonight (Thursday) at Calloway County
High School's Jeffrey gymnasium. All
freshmen and new students are expected to attend according to a school

official.
All parents of these students are also
encouraged to attend,the official said.
The orientation will begin at 7 p.m.
with students receiving their schedules
followed by an abbreviated sirnilated
school day.
"This meeting is very important and
will help the freshmen students and
pew students to the school familiarize
themselves with the school before the
upperclassmen arrive Friday,- the official said.
official also announced room
assignments for the,teachers at the
school this year. They are:
See-U..

ACCIDENT — This two-car accident occurred Wednesday afternoon on Os.641
south,just south of Murray. Kentucky State Police reports on the mishap were not finalized at press time. However,
a spokesman at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital said that Charles Watkins, Paris, Tenn, and Deborah Dubrock,
Arlington, were treated
collision.
following
released
and
the
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Hubbard and Combs filed suit in U.S.
District Court at Paducah Tuesday
claiming their political careers had
been damaged by actions of the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance.

The suit asks $1 in actual damages
and $10,000 in punitive damages from
the registry.

whereby it may have become contaminated. . ."
Nixon said today that he has spent
$40,000 in meeting the criteria imposed
by state agencies and added that he
feels he has a very clean and sanitary
operation.
Complaints filed with the court only
give one side of an issue.

Residents along the west side of
Highway 641 South will soon be called
on by members of the Highway 641
South Water-Sewer District Committee
to secure easements in order to
facilitate laying the water line.
It was decided at a Tuesday meeting
of a group of Hazel area citizens with
representatives of the engineering firm
of Florence and Hutchinson that the
proposed water line will run along tie
west side of Highway 641 from the
Murray city limits to the Tennessee line
at Hazel.
The meeting followed a recent announcement that a $675,000 grant from
the Farmers Home Administration has
been approved to fund the project.
J. Robert Taylor, committee
chairman,noted that it would be helpful
if property owners on the west side
would have available the deeds to the
property affected so that the
description can be entered at the time
the easement is signed.
Persons who have not yet signed up
for the service may do so at the time the
easement is completed, according to
Taylor.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., and Perry County
Commonwealth's Attorney Lanny
Combs may not have civil or criminal
action brought against them under
terms of a temporary restraining order
granted by U.S. District Judge Thomas
Ballantine Jr.

Hubbard, an unsuccessful candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
governor in the May primary election,
said the registry had wrongfully proceeded prior to the election in alleging
that his campaign funds had been illegally handled in Breathitt County.

Ky. Candy Company
Head Denies Charges
_ Charges that the operation of Kentucky Candy Company at Almo is
-unsanitary" were emphatically
denied today by Floyd Nixon, president
of the firm.
The charges, alleged in complaint
for injunction filed Wilinesday in
Calloway County Circuit C(..urt by the
Kentucky Department of Human
Resources "are only pure and simple
allegations and they will be defended,"
Nixon said.
Nixon said he has retained an attorney to defend his business against
the civil complaint which asks the court
to lemporarily and permanently"
restrain Kentucky Candy Co. "from
producing, packing or offering for sale
any item of food until such time that
they eliminate the (alleged) conditions.
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The record of the meeting alleged
that Hubbard or some of his committee
members improperly accepted cash
donations, and that some donations
were not reported to the registry.
"I did not and neither did my staff accept any illegal contributions," Hubbard said in a public forum Wednesday
in Murray at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
"I'm not going to worry about it
although I feel I was treated unfairly. It
was a political ploy to put me on the
defensive just before the primary," he
continued.
Hubbard would not disclose who he
felt was behind the "political ploy."
However, he did_ add that he felt it
would be revealed sometime in the
future.
A record of the meeting was sent by
the registry to L.M.T. Reed, corn-

monwealth's attorney of Graves County. Reed said earlier the case would be
refered to the September Graves County grand jury, byt Joseph Freeland, a
Paducah attorney representing Reed in
Ballantine's court Wednesday, said
Reed "... does not intend to present this
matter to the Graves County grand
jury."
Reed disqualified himself from
handling the registry investigation
because he is a law partner of Hubbard
in the firm of Neely, Reed and Hubbard
of Mayfield.
"The registry has never to this day
furnished any information or called a
hearing" regarding the allegations that
state police investigated, said attorney
Fred Goldberg, who represents Hubbard and Combs.
Ray Larson, representing state Attorney General Robert Stephens, said
there is no prosecution currently underway in connection with the registry probe "and I feel the subpoenas will be
withdrawn, at least for the present."
Larson said after the court proceedings
that he did not mean to imply that the
state was losing interest in the case.
Hubbard said in Mayfield Thursday
night that the allegations are untrue.
The 1st District congressman told
reporters that he was "hurt badly by
that particular unfair, inaccurate
charge" during the primary campaign,
adding that "now the effort is to further
embarrass me on a daily basis."
A Paducah attorney asked Reed
three times to see a copy of the report
but was turned down each time, Hubbard said.
He also claimed %batthere were."people in Mayfield who knew about the
charges coming up before the Registry
of Election Finance even met," and
alleged that one west Kentucky man
was "asking for people to take bets" on
the matter.
In other topics at the Murray forum,
Hubbard discussed with the crowd of
around 30 people:
•An amendment to the tax laws of
married and single senior citizens that
is currently before the House Ways and
Means Committee.
•Vietnam refugees fleeing to the
United States.
•The energy situation and possible
solutions.
•Agricultural programs, organic processes and synthetic fuels.
•The Carter administration.
•Rural area transportation.

Adult Education Classes
To Begin Sept. 6 At MSU
A schedule of three courses to meet
regularly for eight weeks of the fall
semester has been announced by the
Adult Learning Center at Murray State
University as part of the free program
of adult education.
Chuck Guthrie, coordinator of the
center, said each class will begin
meeting the week of Sept. 6. He listed
the courses and the meeting times in
the Adult Learning Center on the
campus as follows:
General Mathematics, Mondays and
Thursdays, 10 to 11:30 a.m.
English Grammar and Composition,
Mondays and Thursdays, 1 to 2:30 p.m.
Job Hunting Skills, Fridays, 10 a.m.
to noon.
There is no fee for instruction or
books.
Located in Room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium (the MSU football stadium),
the Adult Learning Center offers an
opportunity for anyone 16 years of age
or older and not enrolled in a public
school to work toward an eighth grade
equivalency or a high school
equivalency through the General
Education Development (GED)
program.
Since the center opened in 1974,
students have had the options of
beginning the program at any level at
any time and working toward a goal at
their own pace or of attending
scheduled classes.
Students may or may not be high
school graduates to take the courses to
begin in SepteMber. Guthrie explained
that the*y wish to prepare for
college
rnent, to improve their
basic educational skills, or simply to
help their children with homework.

He added that free reading instruction for adults who cannot read is
also now being arranged. Anyone who
is interested in additional information
may call 762-6971.
Students may register for the three
courses to begin in September by
visiting or calling the Adult Learning
Center in Room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium (telephone 762-6971).
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hazy, hot
and humid
Hazy, hot and humid Friday.
Partly cloudy and warm tonight.
Scattered afternoon and evening
thunderstorms through the
period. Lows tonight near 70.
Highs Friday in the low 90s.
Winds, light and southwesterly
tonight. Rain chances are 20
percent tonight and Friday.
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HOMEOWNERS RECOGNIZED — The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club has recognized the homeowners on Dudley Drive from Meadow lane to Whitnell Street for their consistent showing of well-kept lawns, thriving foundation
evergreens, and seasonal blooming shrubs and flowers. The beauty of these yards is a
pleasure not only to the neighbors, but also to those traveling the street, department
members said. In the top photo are homes on the north side and in the bottom photo
are homes on the south side of the street. Homeowners on the south side include
Cook Sanders, Harty Culpepper, Ronald Crouch, and G. A.Shoemaker and on the north side include Leo Alexander. Clara E. Starks, and John Cavanaugh.

He'll Leave Her Flat
Broke, That Is
DEAR ABBY: I have been going with Lenny for 25 years.
When we fell in love we ouldn't marry because he had an invalid father to care for and I had a sick mother.
lie's in the entertainment business, knows interesting
people, and we've had some great times together. il pay my
own way because I'm in oetter shape financially than he is.)
His father died recently,and so did my mother. I inheriied
a nice sum of money which I invested on the advice of my attorney and accountant. I have a nice income and a job that
pays well.
Lenny says he wants to marry me and take charge of my
investments. I'm not in favor of that because he hasn't been
very successful with his tiwn investments, and I think I'm
better at handling money than he is.
He says if I don't accede to his wishes, it will be
"goodbye." I'm in my early 50s. I love him, and it could be a
lonesome life if I let him go. On the ether hand. I don't want
to loge my financial security, which I fear will happen if I
turn my money -over to Lenny. Help me.
NEW - YORKER
DEAR NEW:If Lenny refuses to marry you unless he can
handle your money, say goodbye. There are worse things
than being lonely. Like being lonely and broke.'

44rWrI4:=Il n'er
....THE SAVING PLACE

Our Personality
Portrait
total package
pnoz

$1095

954deP°sit
ADDITIONAL
PACKAGES
ONLY $1 0.00
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nnri

Package Includes:
1 -8x10
3-5x7's
15-Wallets
4-Color Portrait Charms
The perfect Color Portrait
Package for the entire family

Donna McCord, Bride-elect,
Feted At Prenuptial Events
Miss Donna McCord, Sept.
8th bride-elect of Mike Cathey,
has been honored with several
events prior to her wedding.
The first was a tea held
Saturday, July 28, at the home
of Mrs. Jimmy Rickman.
Assisting Mrs. Rickman as
hostesses were Mrs. Kenneth
Adams, Mrs. Eurie Garland,
Mrs. Rob Gingles, Mrs.
Evelyn Lockhart, and Mrs.
Bob Toon.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a
burgundy dress selected front
her trousseau. She was
presented a corsage of yellow
roses.
Her mother, Mrs. Don
McCord, and her mother-inlaw to be, Mrs. W. B.
also
were
McCuiston,
presented rose corsages.
The tea table vitas covered
with a white hand embroidered cloth and was
centered with an arrangement
of roses and baby's breath.
Cake, punch, nuts, and mints
were served from crystal
appointments.

DEAR ABBY: My problem is that I worry constantly
about my husband. He's in construction work and I have this
terrible fear that he will get hurt or even killed on the job.
I know that worrying won't change anything, but I can't
help it. We've been married for l years and have a very
good marriage. Everything would be wonderful if I didn't
have this awful fear. Do you think it is normal'?
NO NAME.PLEASE

BENTON PATIENT
Mae Walters of Hardin was
dismissed Aug. 17 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

DEAR NAME: A certain amount of concern over your
husband's safety is normal, and even healthy. But constantly dwelling on it is neither normal nor health,. I recommend
professional counseling. Inquire at the mental health clinic
nearest you. Therapy could resolve your problem. It's worth
a try.

PATIENT AT BENTON
Dismissed Aug. 22 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Billy- Starks of
Hardin.

ODOM GIRL
DEAR ABBY: A girlfriend and I have a difference of
Mr. and Mrs. Gary D. Odom opinion concerning tipping. (I'll call her Jean.)
I recently took her to breakfast in a good restaurant.
of 401 Carroll Street, Paris,
Jean received her order and I was told that mine was corn
Tenn., are the parents of a
baby girl, Amanda Jo, ing "momentarily." I told Jean to go ahead and start eating
weighing eight pounds 11 while hers was hot, so she did. In the meantime, only part of
ounces, born on Thursday, my order came.
I watched Jean eat, and just when.she was finishing, the
Aug. 23, at the Murray- rest of my order came. It was cold. Evidently the waitress
Calloway County Hospital.
had forgotten to pick it up when it was. hot.
• The mother is the former
Needless-to say, I left no tip. I did not complain about her
Paula McClain of Cottage poor service. Jean left a tip, contending that the service she
Grove, Tenn. Grandparents received was just fine.
I explained that she was out of tine for two reasons: First,
are Mr. and Mrs. Carl F.
McClain and Mr. and Mrs. she was my guest and I was paying the bill. Also, the service
Tyron Odom, all of Paris, was not good, since both meals were not served at the same
time.
,
Tenn.
Jean acknowledges that am the best tipper she's ever
known, so I am not cheap. What is your opinion'?.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
L. V. Hutchens of Hardin
was dismissed Aug. 22 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Hedy Walker of
Murray has been dismissed
Lourdes Hospital,
from
Paducah.

Mrs. Van Haverstock and
Ms. Julie Whitford were the
hostesses for a buffet supper
held in the home of Mrs.
Haverstock.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a camel linen
dress. and was presented an
orchid corsage.
The guests were served
California chicken salad,
finger sandwiches, iced tea,
and four-stack for dessert.
Miss McCord opened her
many gifts. She was assisted
by Ms. Jamie Frank.
. Mrs. Haverstock and Ms:
Whitford
the
presented

DEAR S.C.: You're right. Jean was wrong. But I think
you should base complained to the management.
CONFIDENTIAL TO HERB M. IN N.Y.C.: I don't know
who said it first, but in order to achiese the ultimate in happiness one should practice moderation in all things. Including moderation.
Who said the teen sears are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose SI and a
long, stamped 128 cents), se1f-addressed envelope, please.

honoree with a white casserole
dish contained in its own
basket.
Mrs. Tip Miller, Mrs.
Marshall Garland, and Mrs.
Tononye D. Taylor were the
hostesses for a toffee held
Aug. 18 in the home of Mrs.
Taylor.
The honoree, Miss McCord,
chose to wear a two-piece
print suit and was presented a
white camellia corsage. Her
mother, Mrs. Don McCord,
and her mother-in-law to be,
Mrs. W. B. McCuiston, were
also presented corsages of
white camellias.
The refreshment able was
covered in a beige lace clott.
and Was centered with an
arrangement of magnolia
leaves and blossoms Coffee
was served from a brass
coffee urn.
Assorted party foods were
served to approximately 50
guests who called between the
hours of 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

GYMNASTICS
Classes Start Sept. 4th

GIRLS:

BOYS:

*Floor Exercises
'Balance Beam
*Vaulting
'Uneven Parallel Bars

'Floor Exercises
'Vaulting
'Pommel Horse
*Parallel Bars
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PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. S. T. Etheridge of
Hardin has been dismissed
Lourdes Hospital,
from
Paducah.

Higher Interest Rates To All Savers
0 Regular Passbook Accounts
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PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Mrs. Ruth Reagan of
Murray.

The guest register was kept
by Mrs. Wayne Tasker at the
table adorned with a bouquet
of roses.
The hostesses presented
Miss McCord with a place
setting of her chosen pattern
of china.
Approximately 40 guests
called between the hours of 2
to 4:30 p.m.
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Money Market Certificate

at a super K mart price, and
no variety of poses and
backgrounds. No additional
charge for groups. Poses our

Term
6 Months
(182 Days)

selection. Satisfaction always
or deposit cheerfully refunded.

9.645/

Minimum Deposit
S10,000.00

Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest checks
Early withdrawal requires a substantial interest penalty

Murray
Murray
NUC
----:--7:Downtown
south
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

THESE DAYS ONLY:
Tues., Aug. 28,
Wed., Aug. 29.,
Thurs., Aug. 30.,
Fri., Aug. 31 &
Sat., Sept. 1
Daily 10 a.m-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway
641 N., Murray
Sorry, packages connot be
mixed at this special discount
price

CAVA I

7th and Main
753-7921
LENDER

Three persons having birthdays in August were honored at a
SENIORS HONORED
party held Wednesday, Aug. 29, at the Nutrition Program for the Elderly held at the
Douglas Community Center. They were, left to right Una Wyatt, Virgil Nanney, and
Mary A. Green. A cake was presented to the honored persons following the dinner
served each weekday at noon to Senior Citizens. Other features of the day's events included bingo and group singing, according to Wilma Wilson, site manager. Twentyeight persons were served meals at the center on Wednesday. Reservations for the
meals may be made by calling 753-8938.
Staff photo by lo Burkeen
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October Wedding
At Temple Hill

Sodium and blood pressure
1111..111

SIRIGITS

Lawrence E.Lamb.M D.

DEAR DR LAMB
The public has to realize newspaper. P.O.
Box 15512
doctor has told me to go My that the doctor cannot
on
give Radio City Station, New York.
a
tow -sodium diet but
individualized instructions to NY 10019
hasn'
t
given me a good sourc
e of each patient. Even if you use
If a
information I have high blood medical assistants for this prob person can solve the
lem with a low-sodium
pressure and I know it
purpo
se
and
if
they'
re quali
diet,
has
something to do with that fied to do it, you still have the- takinthat's usually better than
g pills. A lot of the pills
Could yoiaexplain't
problem of the expense used for this purpo
se also
I'm sure most doctors know involved.
wash out potassium and that's
the proper medications
Most doctors would like to not go.
for
their patients, but it woul have the time to explain more
That leads me to another
help if they would expla d things to their patients,
par- point. Some research suggests
things so the patient underin ticularly those who are truly
that a moderately high potasstood a little better why he
interested as you seem to be.
sium intake helps to protect
required to do certain thingis
But
to
get
to
your specific against high blood pressure.
and why he is taking medi-s question. the reason many
More research needs to be
cines Like what the medicine doctors limit your salt intak
e done on this, but at least peodoes to help when you take
if
you have high blood pres- ple who have high blood
it
presand what would happen if you sure is to encourage your body sure
can make a point to
iidn't Sometimes it's difficult
inclu
de
t. just take medicines on blind to flush out excess water amounts in their diet large
When your body retains sodiof fresh fruit and
faith.
fruit juices. That's the best
um
What effect does sodium Thissalt, it also retains water. source
of potassium in our
excess water in your tishave on a person's blood
pres- sues causes your blood pres- diet. The Health Letter I'm
sure anyway?
sending you provides informasure to go up.
DEAR READER
- It
If you eliminate this water, tion on which foods-Artain
would be wonderful if all doc- eithe
r through a low-sodium sodium and which ones contors had the time to discuss
tain potassium.
the details of each illness with, diet or medicines, the blood
pressure goes down. The same
each patient. If they did, they, thing
happens in a number of
wouldn't be able to see but
peopl
limited number of patients. madee if they simply are
That would significantly becau to rest in bed That's
increase the cost per patient the se bed rest also causes
body to wash out sodium
as well as result in a signifiand water along with it.
cant shortage of medical help.
To give you a better understanding of the problem. I'm
The wedding of Miss Denisa
sending you The Health Letter
WANTED
number 10-12. Salt: Your Vital Huie and Ronnie Nelson will
Bowlers for the Tuesday Night
Sodium and l'ot
be solemnized on Saturday,
ladies' Magic Tri Bowling I Balance. Other reade assium
rs who Sept. 1, in a private wedding at
league. If interested contact i want this issue can send 75
the home of Mr. Nelson's
cents
Billie Hall at 753-7886 or ,
11 long, in check or coin with a parents, Mr. and Mrs. David
stam
ped, self-addressed
Mary Hgrris at 753-5651.
I envelope
for it. Send your Nelson of Hardin.
request to me, in care of this
Miss Huie is the daughter of
Bill Huie of Murray and Mrs.
Jon Higgins of Louisville.

Huie-Nelson
Vows Planned

NTED
PART-TIME RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION DIRECTOR
FOR FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
1 1 1 North Fifth St.

College age preferred (couples may be interested) 15 hours per week, minimum. Sunday evenings and some week -ends for
activities. Phone 753-3824 for interview,
or
contact church office with resume.

PUGH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Pugh of
Murray Route 8 announce the
birth of a baby boy, Eric
Stephen, weighing eight
pounds one ounce, born on
Friday, Aug. 17, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Mrs. Pugh is the
former Linda Stubblefield.
They have another son,
Aaron, 2.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Pugh of Smithfield, Va., and Mr. and Mrs.
Ewing Stubblefield of Hazel.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield of
Hazel and Mr. and Mrs.
Crawford McClure of Murray.

THE STORE FOR ALL WOMEN

EARLY FALL
FOCUSES
ON THE

DRESS
Miss Tena LaShell Buc.,1
and Raymond flUil Rodden
Mrs. Gracie Bucy of Murray announces the
approaching
marriage of her daughter, Tena LaShell, to Raym
ond Hugh
Rodden,son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Rodden of Murr
ay. Miss
Bucy is the daughter of the late Kirby Bucy.
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Calloway Coun
ty High
School. She is presently employed by Big Johns.
Mr. Rodden, a 1977 graduate of Calloway Coun
ty High
School, received his associate degree in electronic
s in 1979 at
Murray State University. He is now employed at
Scientific
Atlanta in Atlanta, Ga.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Oct.
6, at
10:30 a.m. at the Temple Hill United Methodist (bur
ch near
Almo.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the North
Branch
of the Peoples Bank in Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the
wedding
and the reception. Only out of town invitations will
be sent.

Your Individual
Horoscope

e

Suzanne Johnson
Piano Studio

OPEN FRIDAY
UNTIL 8:30 P.M.

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 31, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what cumstances may compete for
the stars say, read the your attention.
forecast given for your birth CANCER
(June 21 to July a.,) Cai
Sign.
Trust hunches re a work
ARIES
matter. What looks like an
(Mar. 21 to Apr,.19)
It may be difficult to get an obstacle turns out to be a
early start for the weekend. blessing in disguise. Finances
Tie up loose ends. Pleasant on :he upswing.
opportunity away from home. LEO
July 23 to Aug. 221124 CZ
Cl.,,.,for 4- owl S-yoor-ollh
TAURUS
A program of instruction and experiences
Apr. 20 to May 20) d€7, Though you'll have to watch
in MUSIC *oh the purpose of
providing o musical environment, and
offering an opportunity for young
Despite needless worry and expenditures, you'll still have
children to envoy making-music.
AT
FAMI
some
LY
EVE
agitation, domestic and a pleasant time. Romance,
NT
Registrat,on to be held at the studio, 413
N Slit, on August 31, 930
hobbies and entertainments
Mr.
joint
and
Mrs.
finan
Bruc
cial matters will
e Milam of
a m to noon and 2 to 4 p.m., call 436-2625
for more information
all
go well.
Murray were among those work themselves out in a
Classes begin September 10th. Mondoy-Wed
nesday or Tuesday-Thursday
VIRGO
pleas
sessions ore available eoch child to attend
atten
ing
way.
ding
the
35th
reuni
up
on of
2 one-and-o-bolt-hour classes
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
each reek
the Davis Family held Sun- GEMINI
Don't underestimate a loved
Private piano study for older children
day, Aug. 12, at the Com- May 21 to June 20)
and adults is also
offered.
Happiness begins when you- one. Think positively and
munity Center, North College
have time alone with each 'others will try to live up to
Street, Fulton.
other. Until then, other cir- your expectations. Don't count
anyone out.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)—
Dispel negative thinking.
Sharing thoughts with others
will bring you out of yourself.
What's more, a good time is in
store!
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 ald
A cautious friend may
question your judgment about
money matters. Pay no heed.
A hunch pays off beyond
expectations.
Put your budget on good
Congratulations!
SAGITTARIUS
footing with super savings
C Men's NOW
Nov.22 to Dec. 21) )°111
on these selected
A change of scenery or
footwear values.
relaxing leisure moment does
much to improve well-being.
Trave
l and friendships should
Reg.
A.Ladies NOW
$21.99
bring joy.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)la
You may not be in a holiday
Reg. $14.99
mood, but in your own way
you'll feel good about yourself
as a result of the things you
accomplish now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Both love and friendship
afford you much pleasure
D.Ladies' NOW
now. Let bygones be bygones
and enjoy the present. A
financial tip comes your way.
PISCES
11. Girls' NOW
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
eg. $14.99
A close ally may not
share
$5
88
your enthusiasm about
a
career matter, but you'll
get
Reg. $8.99
plenty of feedback from
other
interested parties.
YOU BORN TODAY are
attracted to both business and
the arts and sometimes
have
difficulty choosing betw
A. Tan Highlight' with
een
comfortable padded sock.
the two, It is important that
Wood look heel and sole add
Specials good
a fashion flair.
B. A stylish stacked heel
you
like your work for you to
adds fashion flair to this
through this weekend.
western look double Taitrap.
succeed, You have executive
Flexible outsole for
comfort.
ability and are interested
in
Tieat your feet to soothing
helpi
ng others. You fare best
comfort with this
genuine suede Coaster ".
in large enterprises and are
Feat
a
collar and tongue plus a new ures include padded
good promoter and organizer.
sculp
tured
sole.
D. This wood bottom High
Music, writing, teaching
lights features cushione
and
d
insets in the toe and heel
medicine are some of
areas for comfort. In
the
warm rust.
fields in which you'll
find
happiness. Science, institutional work, accounting
,
1979 Volum* Shoo
and real estate may also
appeal to you. Birthdate
Murray Central Shopping Center Open 9 a.m.-9
of:
p.m. Daily, 12-6 p.m. Sunday
Alan Jay Lerner, lyric
ist;
Arthur Godfrey, TV personality, and Buddy Hacke
tt,
comedian.

Music For Pro-Schoolors

Looks good . . feels wonderful!
That's Bright's new dress colle
ction
for early Fall. A smart selec
tion of
body conscious shapes, feel
good
fabrics and in a new range of
rich
colors. Come and visit Bright's
for
your early Fall Dress.

VELOUR is
TOPS for
\
FALL:. .

3
0
%
O
f
f
Fabu

lous Fall Footwear

$1488

$988

8

Payless
ShoeSsource-

At Bright's you will find velour tops
with on-going classic appeal They will
mix or match with your favorite pant or
skirt. Many beautiful autumn shades in
stripes or solids .
from $23 00 to

$36 00.

C.

Good 4toes don't have to be expensive

Pants for your comfort. . in gabardine,
velour, and polyester, knit. Pull on and
zip front with elastic sides
from
$15 00 to $38 00.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Thursday, Aug. 30
Kenlake State Park events
' will include Arts and Crafts at
recreation room at 10 a.m.;
New Games at campground
playground at 1 p.m.; Pie
Eating Contest at ice cream
parlor at 2 p.m.; Frisbie Golf
at hotel front lawn at 3:30
p.m.; "Living With The
River" at hotel meeting room
at 4:30 p.m.; Moonlight Trail
Ride at cost of $5 at riding
stables, and Scavenger Hunt
at campground playground,
both at 6:30 p.m.; A. D. 6.5
featuring English actor Paul
Meier at hotel meeting room
at 8 p.m.
Meeting to organize and belt.
launch a county wide voter
registration drive will be held
at 7 p.m. at Headquarters at
405 South 4th Street. This is for
all
interested
persons
regardless
of
party
preference. For information
call 753-3197.

Thursday • Aug. 30
Today is the last day• to
enroll in first half-semester
classes for credit at Murray
State University. Students
must attend classes un this
date
Freshmen Orientation at
Calloway County High School
will be at 7 p.m. Students in
this class ma y• pick up their
schedules at this time.
Sophomores, Juniors, and
Seniors at Calloway County
High School may pick up their
schedules at the central office
at the school from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Friday, Aug. 31
Land Between the Lakes
events
will
include
Architectural Investigation at
The Homeplace-1850 from 2 to
4 p.m. and Night Visual at
Center Station at 8:30 p.m.

Friday, Aug. 31
Shopping for Murray Senior
Youth of the First Assembly
Citizens
is scheduled. For
of God will have a street
meeting on the court house morning shopping call b) 9
a.m. and for afternoon
square at 9 p.m.
shopping by 11:30 a.m. to 753Events at Kenlake State °929.
Park will include Pool Games
•
Saturday,Sept. 1
at hotel pool at 1:30 p.m.;
A
coffee
for newcomer, of
and
p.m.
2:30
Critter Hunt at
women faculty, faculty wi% es,
Critter Race at 3 p.m. in circle
hotel; and staff members at Murray
behind
drive
Playground Party at cam- State University will be held
pground playground at 4:30 by MSU Women's Society
p.m.; Volleyball at court Membership Committee at
behind hotel at 630 p.m.; Oakhurst from 10 to 11:30a m.
Magical Mystery Show at For information call 753-7745
or 753-6625.
hotel meeting room at 8 p.m.

Saturday,Sept. 1
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Saturday,Sept. 1
F. & A. M. will meet at 7:30
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8 p.m. for work in the
first
p.m. at the Carman Pavillion, degree.
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
Square and Round Dancing
friends of alcoholics. For will be held at the Woodmen
of 'ker.
information call 437-4229.
the World Hall at 7 30 p.m.

Winner Of The Fall
Wardrobe Of

Carat

DIClus
AMters
OND
YOUR CHOICE

8trideRite

Seventh Annual Super Horse
Twilight Golf and Club
Show
will start at 4 p.m. at the
be
will
Social
Membership
held at 5:30 p.m. at the New Providence Riding Club.
Concession stand will be open.
Murray Country Club.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center starting at
10 am with lunch to be served
at-11:45 a.m.

Methodist Men of Calloway
County will meet at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 7 p.m. with Larry Vick of
Camden,Tenn., as speaker

"Steak
& German
Sausage for
$3.99?"

Oaks Country Club Couples
Bridge is scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. with Max and Hazel
Beale, phone 753-2510, in
charge.
Annual Arts and Crafts
Festival will be held near the
tennis center at Kenlake State
Park. Live enteetainment,
refreshments, and a large
variety of crafts for sale will
be featured. This is cosponsored
by
Western
Waterlaruis.

Just $3.99. A 6-ounce Sizzlin'
Sirloin steak plus 6 ounces of
broiled German Sausage. baked potato or fries.
and Stockade toast. It's a lot of great food at a
feature price right now And you•11 love it.
Now you'll love cornin' to

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
And ow quality will keep you condn back.
BEL-AIR CENTER

Arts and Crafts Exhibit by
Elizabeth Slaughter and
Vickie Jackson will be shown
at the Lakeland Parish
Center, Highway 68 and Big
Bear Road, Benton, from 9
a.m. to p.m.

Events at Kenlake State
Park will also include Longest
Drive Contest on No. 2
Fairway of golf course from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Top 0'The
Tower Hike to start at front of
hotel at 10 a.m.; Playground
Obstacle Course at campground playground at 1 p.m.
Ice Cream Eating Contest at
ice cream parlor at 2 p.m.;
Ping Pong Tournament at
game room at 3 p.m.; KoolAid Kill at 4:30 p.m. and
Ultimate Frisbie at 6:30
both at hotel front lawn; Disco
with lessons to be taught at
hotel meeting room at8 p.m.

Chris Weatherly son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Weatherly.
• LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
• CHARGE IT!

MICHELSON'S'
‘,//
(y

Children's
Shoes

ryrelio't6
Bel Air-Shopping
Murray Ku

ILLUSTRATIONSPILARGIO TO SNOW DETAIL

South Side Shopping Center

Alarket 414 hirmiture

MARKET 414 GIGANTIC

TWO BIG DAYS SAT. & MON.--SEPT. 1st & 3rd -- 8:30 A.M. TIL 6 P.M.
SPECIALS ON ALL INVENTORY BOTH DAYS
H ELP
JER R Y rs
KIDS

We will give $5.00* in your name to the Jerry Lewis Telethon for each
person coming by and walk thru our store Monday, Labor Day—Just
register with your name & address, nothing to buy. (18 Years of age or older)

SPECIAL PRICES
ON

KELVINATOR APPLIANCES
AND

QUASAR TELEVISION
DURING THIS SALE
Washers, dryers, ranges, refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers, Quasar
portable & console TVs.

HELP
JERRY'S
KIDS

WE PLAN A SPECIAL EVENT FOR BOTH DAYS WITH MANY
PRICES
WE DO NOT WISH TO ADVERTISE----NONE SOLD TO
DEALERS
If you have never attended one of-our markdown sales, we
believe you will enjoy what you see in price markdown this
Labor Day Weekend. Almost every item in the store will have
a special Labor Day Tag some below cost. Come by Monday
particularly so you can participate in a donation of $5.00* to
the Jerry Lewis Telethon for Muscular Dystrophy in your name
.
(*Not to exceed $2,000.00)
FI.4.4, Delh 4.1•N — Bank Financ
ing — I.4.0iii•Comenicill Lasa‘sa‘ Plan

e,l(hy as always committed lo excellence'

KELVINA'TOR.
1

•

iffarket 414 hrifiture
11 1 North Market Street

1)111•1%, Tentietowe
V

"The Nittre
11 iii, 1111'
()1'1'011'11d"

Phone 6 I 2-(,94)6
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Opinion Page

Looking Back
I()

EDITORIAL

Times Are
Changing
It is hard to imagine the
protest movement of the 1960s
without the folk singers who
popularized its best known anthems. Entertainers such as
Pete Seeger, Bob Dylan, Joan
Baez and Arlo Guthrie linked
the civil rights and anti-war
causes to a folk music revival
that gathered steam in the late
1960s and
held strong
throughout the following
decade.
For most of the years, the
Newport Folk Festival was an
annual event celebrated by folk
music fans, entertainers and
protestors alike as a kind of
counterculture
convention.
Musical careers were launched
or enhanced amidst a flowering
of radical politics. Commercialism was shunned by
purists who, in 1971, all but
booed Bob Dylan off the
Newport stage for departing
from the traditional simplicity
of folk music's ancient origins.
Woodstock in 1969 eclipsed
forever the radical aura of the
Newport Folk Festival. The
young turned from folk music
to rock. Protest turned

Kentucky Closeup

psychedelic
and
hallucinogenic. Newport faded
into history, mourned only by
suburban couples in their 30s.
The recent cancellation of an
attempted revival of the
Newport Folk Festival wrote a
final footnote to the end of an
era. Only 780 of 15,000 tickets
had been sold.
Folk music is once again a
pursuit for purists untainted by
commercialism. Joan Baez
stands accused by radicals half
her age of collaboration with
the CIA. Bob Dylan is a wealthy
recluse. Pete Seeger is semiretired. The Communists are
fighting each other in Indochina
and
George
McGovern's 1972 campaign
manager, Sen. Gary Hart of
Colorado, now favors increased
defense spending.
As Dylan once put it, "The
times,they are a changin'.".

Bible Thought
And the world passeth away . . .;
but he that doeth the will of God
abideth for ever. 1 John 2:17.
Nothing in our experience is forever except God. If we do His will.
we are assured of our eternal home.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — The FBI
lists it second only to murder as a
violent crirne.
The majority of the victims are
women One out of 30 will contact
gonorrhea and one out of 100 will
develop syphilis, sometimes without
realizing it until the disease is out of
control.
"Rape is the most damaging force
that can hit a human being, involving
destruction of the mind, body and
soul," said Grace Ericksen, who has
the statistics to support her observation.
As director of the Rape Relief Center
here, she has seen 1,165 patients admitted to emergency rooms for
treatment since the agency began
operating in January 1975.
"We had over 800 who didn't want to
go to the hospital, didn't want to report
the incident to police," she said. "All of
them had emotional, unpleasant experiences."
The victims ranged in age from 3 to
91. More than 51 percent were assaulted
in their homes and half the time, they
willingly let the assailant through the
front door.
"He may pose as a repairman or a
clergyman or pretend he's involved in
an emergency situation and needs to
use the telephone," Mrs. Ericksen
explained.
"In 48 percent of the cases, the
woman will know her attacker. He may
be a casual acquaintance or he may be
a friend of a friend of the family."
Rapists usually are married,
frequently have children of their own,
or may be single with a sex partner.
"They test out psychologically
normal but something in their
background pushes them over the
!tile," Mrs. Ericksen continued.
"They could have been sexually
abused at home. They could have real
doubts about their own sexuality or
have a deep-seated anger against
women. They may need to prove that
they're not homosexuals."
Male rape also is increasing and the
victims suffer the same trauma as
women.
"We're getting a lot more telephone
calls from men who have been
assaulted by other groups of men,' said
Mrs. Ericksen,adding that the center is
staffed 24-hours a day. It has 135
volunteers and its expertise is available
to other communities.
"We've trained 500 people throughout
Kentucky for this kind of work because
the rate of attack is getting worse."
The center serves as a sounding
board for the victim's fears. It also
supplies the knowledge on hospital,
police and court procedures — facts the
victim needs to know if he or she
decides to prosecute.
"Many of the people who contact us
are concerned that family or friends
will think they could have avoided the
attack, that they brought it on themselves."
,But, said Mrs. Ericksen, the rapist
usually isn't waiting to grab a woman

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

Mrs. Edward Lawrence, the former
Maxine McDougal,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rayburn McDougal of Murray,
recently received a certificate of award
and a check for* $100 for "sustained
superior performance" from the
Federal Aviation Agency in Anchorage,
Alaska, where she was employed as a
purchasing agent. She and her husband
are now residing in Jamestown, N. Y.
Saturday and evening classes for the
fall semester at Murray State College
a lady bus driver from Missouri, a
have been announced by Dr. William G
Florida sculptor and her circus-owner
Nash, dean of instruction.
husband who have made 17 trips on the
Births reported at the Murray
Queen, retired businessmen realizing
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
long-cherished dreams of going down
Donald Starks and a boy to Mr. and
the river, and a honeymoon couple
Mrs. Edward Langston.
occupying a suite with bunk beds.
The Rev. Billy Turner, pastor of the
The so-called suites, she said, are
North Fork Baptist Church, is the
more like walk-in closets, but no one
speaker at the revival services being
cares, not being in their quarters much
held at the McDavid's Grove Church
anyway. A warm comradship quickly
near Big Sandy, Tenn.
develops between the passengers and
Over 2,000 persons attended the
the crew almost as soon as the boat
ceremonies on Aug. 28 formally
leaves St. Paul.
dedicating a new community site for
The surprising thing was the onresidents of Eddyville and Kuttawa
lookers, she said, coming by the hunwho must move due to the construction
dreds to watch, even in the middle of
of Barkley Dam and Lake.
the night, as the old Queen floats by or
"Woman Obsessed" starring Susan
works its way through one of the 27
Hayward and Stephen Boyd is showing
locks along the course.
at the Varsity Theatre.
+++
As for the boat's history, she was
built in 1924 in Scotland, sailed for years
on the Sacramento River in California,
Some of the blueprints for the new
and once served as a Navy troop
rural highway from Hazel via Harris
transport. The Navy even painted her
Grove, Lynn Grove,and Brown's Grove
gray. Everything! The brass, the
to Kentucky Highway 121 North, west of
beautiful wood, everything.
Coldwater, have been received by
Fortunately, in the late 1940s the late
George Ed Overbey from the Kentucky
Capt. Thomas Greene bought her at
Highway Department.
auction for $46,250. His family had been
Teachers at Hazel High School are H.
in the steamboating business for years
D. Roberts, Carmon Parks, Hewlett
out of Cincinnati, so he brought her
Cooper, Geraldine Myers, Martha
through the Panama Canal and
Giles, Elvis Glenn Pace, Modest
refurbished her for passenger service.
Brandon, Anne Walker, Nelle Walker,
Instead of the two traditional slim
Lonnie Rayburn, Crystal Parks, and
port and starboard smokestacks, the
Eureta Herning.
Queen has a single stubby funnel
Serving as teachers at New Concord
exhaling black puffs of smoke now and
High School are Edward Curd,
then. Her pilot house, called the "brain
Charlene Curd, Lois Pharris, Celia
box by old riverboaters, is set forward
Grogan, Mildred Wilinurth, Harrold
of the funnel instead of midship, and
Garland, Hilda Hart, Lourelle Forrest,
she doesn't have the fancy posts,
Lorene McCage, Ruth Montgomery,
braces, stays and frilly gingerbread
and Etna Hendon.
that the boats of Mark Twain's era had.
Births reported include a girl to Mr
But, Dr. Koenecke pointed out, she
and Mrs. Huda Turner on Aug. 23 and
does run by steam, and is pushed from
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James C.
the stern by a big red paddlewheel
Wilkerson on Aug. 23.
,which passengers stand for hours and
Hugh Perdue of Kingsport, Tenn., has
watch lift water from the river and turn
been the guest of his father, F. M.
it into a portable waterfall.
Perdue.
Doesn't the thought of such a trip
Lure Meloan and Luta Thornton will
sound like fun! History has a way of
open The College Shop featuring ladies,
grabbing you by the collar at times, and
misses, and junior ready-to-wear on the
I think Dr. Koenecke and her sisters —
second floor of the Purdom Building,
as well as the Carters — found a
South Fifth and Maple Streets.
wonderful, relaxing way to reach back
into the past.
i
rt
...

By M. C. Garrott

.. ...- v

Murrayan Tells What his Like
Corning Down Rirer On The Queen
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of the
Departrhent of Home Economics at
Murray State University, knew firsthand all. the good times President
Carter, Miss Rosalyn and Amy were
enjoying last week on their cruise down
the Mississippi on the old but stately
steamboat, the Delta Queen.

,?ortAFF,Frir

By George Hacket

Rape Is Second To
Murder In Violence

rs Ago

The Tappan Company International
Division has been awarded a contract
for the production of 1,288 electric
ranges, according to the office of
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield. The order was placed by the
General Services Administration of the
Federal Government.
Deaths reported include Bethel Orr,
91.
Dr.
Richard
Broeringmeyer,
Murray, was elected secretary of the
Kentucky Chiropractic Association,
District I, at the meeting held at
Paducah.
Serving as officers of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club for the 1979-70 club year are Mrs.
John Belt, Mrs. Dan W. Miller, Mrs.
Dan McKinney, and Mrs. Robert J.
McC,oart.
The family of the late Frank and Jo
Ann Lax will have a family reunion on
Labor Day at the lakeside home of Mr.
and Mrs. Grayson McClure, Panorama
Shores.

4.4
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on the street at 2 a.m.
"He's trying to find the one who will
be most vulnerable. He's not looking for
an adversary, he's looking for a victim."
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This was also the year of an active political campaign conduct
ed
by the Socialist Party in Calloway County with a prominent
nationally known Socialist, lion. J. D. Elkins, speaking over the county.
A Socialist county convention was held at the court house
to select
nominees to direct the destinies of the party with meetings
being
held at McDaniel Store and Brandon's Mill. The presence
of the
Socialists had no bearing, however, on the federal governm
ent levying an income tax on Calloway citizens who were single,
inak4,g
$1,000 a year, or married making $4,000. Later the U. S.
Supreme
Court invalidated the law, subsequently it became a constitut
ional
amendment to remain a lasting reminder that the citizens
of Calloway
were not only a source of support to the county, but
also had become a permanent fountain of taxes for the federal governm
ent.
(Previously, U. S. tobacco stamps on manufactured weed
products
had been in use for years.)
With the new water works system pumping fresh
water and
fire hydrants promising more security than fire insuranc
e, a byproduct of the town's progress began to flood. Formerly,
good folks
got up early Sunday morning to toss the family's conglome
rate bath
water off the back porch. The new-found abundance
of water
created a fountain of unmanageable outpouring that
wouldn't go
away after sunup. Most of the folks just piped a drain to
the most
convenient downgrade location of the house. Fortunat
e, indeed,
were those who had the garden on the downhill slide
and a waterfall
to those who had the convenience'of a ditch, but a
calamity to a
neighbor's little home catching more than its
proportionate share
of Newton's law of gravitation. Good folks temporarily
endured the
inconvenience with ;stoic deliverance, basking in
ths-sparkling health
waters flowing from the two new deep wells. The arrange
ment was
tolerable until the thoughts of mosquitoes began buzzing
around in
the prospects of next summer's vast skeeter aquariu spreadin
m
g
from the railroad tracks to the city limits of 12th Street,
and Gilbert's
Factory in the north to old Whitnell Avenue to the
south. Enduring
people as they were, as unpleasant as was the
mosquito nightmare,
the pot of indignation boiled over in civil strife
with the mere
thoughts of the more affluent citizens installing inside
toilets facilities
and releasing their effluent efforts on the countryside.
For a generation townspeople had understandingly
endured the
obnoxious presence of the good black man who made
periodic round,
of removing night soil once a summer from outhouse
s at 25 cents
per installation. Why and where the good man
gained the title of
"Doc" for his uninspirational chore, or why his mode of.Conve
nince
with the big stained barrel atop a one-horse rig
was labeled the
Medicine Wagon, does not come under the scope
of this survey.
but plight be reasonably assumed the natural cruelty
gi youth to
call a spade a spade. The approach of Doc Ford and
his Medicine
Wagon coming down the road sent youngsters scurryin
g into back
yards during the unwelcomed passage of this highly
essential down
the avenue.

To Be ontinued

She had made the same trip about a
month ago — most likely the trip
downstream just before the one taken
by the Carters — along with her three
sisters.
One, Clara Pixley, teaches at
Roosevelt High School in St. Louis,
where the wife of the boat's skipper,
Capt. James Blum, also teaches, and it
was through that contact that they
came up with the river trip idea.
Another, Martha Madison, whose
daughter, Paula, graduated from
Murray State last spring, teaches first
grade at Highland Park, Mich., while
the third, Lorene Pixley, is the
education librarian at Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale.
They all grew up in West Salem, Ill.,
and each year get together for a few
days simply to visit and get caught up
on each other's activities. This year it
was on the boat.
+++
They boarded the Delta Queen, the
grand dame of steamboats at St. Paul,
Minn., for the seven-day trip downstream to St. Louis just like the Carters
did, steaming along at about 9 miles per
hour — a new twist in itself for these
helter-skelter times.
The food aboard is excellent, Dr.
Koenecke said, but too plentiful. "Some
one figured out that you could eat nine
times a day if you so desired," she
chuckled.
The music on the boat (and you
never, never say "ship") featured the
best of jazz and banjo playing, compliments of a group known as Vic
Tooker and his arm-gartered Riverboat
Ramblers. A former band member with
Louis Armstrong, Tooker plays 17 instruments proficiently. acts as the
interloctor on the boat and preaches on
Sunday.
He is a third generation entertainer
on his father's side. The bass player in
the six-place band is his 75-year-old
mother, Alice, who is known to all the 75
crew members as "Steamboat Mama."
+++
Delta Queen passengers, which
number about 160 a trip, can sip tea
every afternoon at 4 p.m., sunbathe,
enter yo-yo contests, take part in
frequent sing-alongs, drink mint Julips,
play cards, riverboat bingo or simply
go fly a kite. One lady, who turned out
to be one of the better kite flyers,
credited her skill at the pastime to her
experience as a Cub Scout den mother.
The cruise director, a fellow by the
name of Terry Severns, is a former
newspaper man who came aboard the
Delta Queen seven years ago on what
was expected to be her last trip.
Because of her wood construction, she
no longer complied with all the new
Safety at Sea laws. A Congressional
reprieve, however, kept the old lady in
operation, and Severns has been there
ever since planning its daily activities.
Each morning he publishes the
'Steamboatin' Times," informing the
passengers of the day's activities.
+++
The passengers, Dr. Koenecke said,
come from all walks of life and many
states, some of whom included: A
California couple with three little boys,
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30 Years Ago

Funny World
Hong Kong — A translation of the
complete works of Shakespeare has
been published in China for the first
time, the New China News Agency
reported (There should be a marked
improvement in the quality of fortune
cookie& )
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers. The
Murray
I,edger
&
Timest,
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAl.LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses •
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Htnichng Washington,
D.('. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington,0. C. 20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be -cached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County art:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
ayfield, Ky. 42066

Today In History

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 30, the 242nd
day of 1979. There are 123 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1967, the U.S. Senate
confirmed Thurgood Marshall as the
first black justice of the Supreme
Court.
On this date:
In 30 B.C., Egyptian Queen Cleopatra
cornmited suicide.
In 1645, American Indians and Dutch
settlers agreed to a peace treaty in New
Amsterdam.
In 1780, Benedict Arnold secretly
promised the British he would
surrender the American fort in West
Point, N.Y.
In 1916, during World War I, Paul Von
Hindenburg was named chief of general
staff in Germany.
In 1932, Hermann Goering was
elected President of the German
Reichstag.
In 1960, East Germany imposed a
partial blockade on West Berlin.
Ten years ago: the Greek government said it had crushed a pro-royalist
group plotting the overthrow of the
military government.
Five years ago: 150 people died in a
derailment in Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
One year ago: thousands of teachers
went on strike in New Orleans. one of
several cities that faced labor trouble.
Today's birthdays: Actor Raymond
Massey is 83 years old. Retired baseball
player and manager Ted Williams is 61
Actor Fred MacMurray is 71.
Thought for today. A Roost memory is
needed after one has lied` -- Pierre
Corneille 1606-1684
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WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

We Have The Fussiest Meat
Dept. In Town
N..-Thar
hes
Fri awl Sat. I-II

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Choice of 1 With
$1250 Order

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

0-Sage
Freestone

Hyde Park Jumbo
Decorative

PEACHES
With $12.60 Additional'
Purchase Exclediag
Tobacco Dairy Products

MAYONNAISE
320,$1 19
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Products

S,.insn,ne HHo

CRACKERS

Del Monte Bartlett

Del Monte Sliced, Crushed or Chunk

Harper Whole

PEARS

COUNTRY
HAMS

Del Monte

CATSUP
Del Monte

SPINACH
Dl416VEGE
e
TABLES
Kitchen Kroft

Del Monte Cream Style
Whole Kernal
l7oz3/100

CHICKEN
BREAST

BLACKEYED PEAS
Hyde Pork

TOILET TISSUE
Clover Leaf Grated

Si 39
24 oz I

WHITE TUNA
Barrio or Hyde Pork Apple

99P

JELLY

16 oz

59'

Mozolo Pure Corn
Hyde Park Lo-Cal

MILK

OIL

Kleenex

Green Top
Libby Tomato

Hyde Park Homogenized

JUICE

MILK

Llisbg)
likobv)
Libby)

$239

48 oz

46 oz

69'

iiiiooD
i
H lciJeTP
iiik
R MILK

long
distance.
Consider the price of a gallon of
gasoline.
Now consider the price of a long
distance call.
For 56c or less you can talk one
minute across the country from
8 A.M.to 5 P.M. Additional minutes
cost even less.So do calls after 5P.M.
and on weekends.That's for any
out-of-state call dialed the 1+ way!'`
Athome,long distance sends
greetings, visits relatives, and helps
you handle personal business.
In business,long distance
makes sales calls, attends meetings
in other cities, and helps solve important problems.
Long distance gets you from
point to point a lot cheaper than
gasoline.

South Central BeN
Long distance.Best reillesme for your money.

Bonnie

DOG FOOD
CLEANER
CRACKERS
PANCAKE MIX

Chunks

Dow Oven

Tropicana

Nabisco Premium

Jib box

59c ORANGE JUICE
Dow Bathroom

Log Cabin Complete

32 oz

99c CLEANER
Dixie Refill

Bonnie

DOG FOOD

251b

5329

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN
Lean

PORK STEAK

119
lb

Lean Meaty Pork

CUTLETS

lb

S169

Grade A Fresh Whole

CHICKEN LEGS
STEAK

lb

L

lb

$419

lb

34 and down lb
•

Large Head California

CHICKEN

whole 9 p„ 5329

RIBS

$298
5119

1MUCE

head

39c

New Crop

Owens Famous Barbecue

CABBAGE

lb S289

lb

15c

1 Lb Cello
or whole lb

$219 CARROTS

3pkgs $1 00

Owens Famous Whole Barbecue

SHOULDER

'18 to'20 TOM GRAPES

Barbecue Pork

S159
lb

J

69'

GRAPES

lb

79'

lb

29'

Golden Ripe

Owens Famous

BARBECUE BEEF

lb

Cal White Seedless

Owen's Famous

Fresh Pork

RIBS

PRODUCE DEPT.

Owens Famous Fried

79' BAKED HAM

U.S.Chpice Boneless Top

SIRLOIN STEAK

DELI

Owens Famous Pit

nr-

CLASSIFIEDS

9 oz 80 ct

DOG
Fo esFOOD

US Choice Rib Eye

OPEN SHOP INIHE

CUPS

lb S289

BANANAS

Support The Lakers
Attend Friday's Game

Members of the Calloway County backfield
are, front row from left Shane Morton, Mike
Shipwash, Br4d Bryan and Tommy Workman. In

Calloway County
vs
Marshall County

llopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.
MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

back are Kirk Starks, Ricky Barrow, Terry Roberson and Mike Pearson.

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

z

8:00 PM Friday

at Draffenville, Ky.

Purchase
Come see Our

Axial Flow Combines
The Worlds Most Advanced Combine

Wavier of Interest on Used

Combines Until May 1, 1980

Heating, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration.;
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive — 753-5321

"All The
Way Lakers"

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Coop-Corp.

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
213£. Main

151-1172

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sutiday 1-6

Motor Parts
& Bearings
1109 Chestnut St.
Murray 7534311

Go All The Way Lakers!

Go Lakers!

WEAVER POPCORN
CO.
Popcorn & Concession
Supplies

PA

Sorts
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It's Love-ly In Murray's
Secondary As Defensive
Unit Prepares For SEMO
quickness, says
treme
Beamer. "He was hurt in the
spring, but he came back this
fall ready to play and won the
right to start."
The defensive line, anchored by the return of Jeff
Gardner and Kenny Woods,
approaches being an experienced one for the Racers.
Woods (6-3, 215), who will
open at left tackle, was inmidseason last year,
"Greg got off to a slow start, jured at
Bill Baldridge says
and now Tommy won't make a but coach
was moved from
who
Woods,
into
mistake to let Greg back
guard to tackle last
his spot," says Zook. "But nose
appears ready for a
that's a good competitive season,
year.
situation." He says Houk, strong
Rick
is
Technique
Evans and junior Ken Gowdy
biggest
210)
16-3,
Lanapher's
( 5-11, 180) will each see equal
and that's the primary
playing time at the cor- asset,
he will open at right
reason
nerback positions.
tackle. Baldrige says the
junior adjusted well last
"I try to be a leader by being season when the Racers
the first player on the field, switched from a 50 defense to
things like that," says Love. the wide-tackle six. "He
"With the people we have doesn't waste a step,"
back here now, by midseason Baldridge says.
we should have one of the
Three others who should see
strongest defenses in the some action at tackle are
conference."
Donnie Wilson (6-1, 205), Tim
Defensive coordinator Miller (6-4, 235) and J.W.
Frank Beamer, who coaches Sanders (6-1, 205).
the linebackers, owns just one
Gardner, who finished
TERRY LOVE
senior, the only one on the behind only Bruce Martin last
defensive unit, in Tony year in tackles with 50; was
It may seem a bit ususual entire
Boone 6-0, 195) and voted the most aggressive
Boone.
for a player who has never
15-10, 175) will player in the spring and will
Dunnaway
Jim
for
play
single
a
on
been in
spots, lend a wealth of experience to
linebacking
the
at
start
Murray State to.be elected a
Beamer admits he ac- the guard position. Mike
but
a
Love,
then,
but
captain,
has four players that Watson 16-3, 230), a native of
transfer from from College of tually
see relatively equal Meridian, Miss., reported this
the Canyons (Calif.) Junior will
amounts of playing time.
fall as the second string left
College, is a very special
guard but beat out Larry Maze
person, says Ron Zook.
want
even
the starting berth.
for
doesn't
Beamer
"He's a born leader. I guess
Maze ( 5-11, 218), a
that's the way to describe to use the word "backup" in
him," says Zook, the Murray describing Mike Basiak (6-3, Louisville native, and juniorState defensive secondary 220), whom he says is a college transfer Paul Littles
coach. "He has the poise for physically-imposing player. (5-11,245) should lend depth.
Two impressive returnees in
the position, yet he also loves -He's a starter, even though
the
on
out
first
Jones and Bud Foster,
the
be
Glen
won't
he
come
should
and
to free-wheel
field. With his build, you think who combined for 92 tackles
up with the big play for us."
of the traditional big, strong last season, appear to make
the end positions a solid area.
The Racer defense had its linebacker," Beamer said.
Donald White (6-1, 200), just Jones was second-team allshare of big plays last season,
but most came against it. It a sophomore, will back up OVC last year as a freshman,
ranked just fifth in least points Dunaway, who was switched while Foster beat out juniorcollege transfer Lamar
allowed among the Ohio from fullback in the spring.
Despite his lack of size, Williams (5-11, 185) for the
Valley Conference teams,
Dunaway is graced with ex- right end spot this fall.
giving up almost 21 a game.

By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times
Sports Editor
One hardly needs to tell
Terry Love that Murray opens
its season Saturday against
Southeast Missouri."I haven't
realty slept since Sunday,"
Love, a safety and the Racers'
co-captain on defense, said
yesterday.
"rye began visualizing
what will happen on the field,
and it helps me get ready to
play," he says. "By the time
Saturday rolls around, I
should be prepared."

Aside from the linemen,
most of the Racer defenders
are untested. Zook, though, is
easier about
breathing
Murray's secondary than a
year ago. Only Greg Evans
returns, and he has been
beaten out of his starting right
cornerback spot by Tommy
Houk 15-11, 160), a sophomore
from Jefferson, Ky.

and
ten
any
Tig
2t
we(
and
of b
has
nob
Cot
the:

dary, but teammate and co-captain Terry Love says the Racers are capable
of developing into a strong unit by midseason.

Greg Evans (87) is the only returnee in the Murray State defensive secon-

,

The Nastiest
It's A Tossup Between Nastase
And McEnroe In Open Matchup
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Nasty vs. the
Brat.
• Hie Nastase, the fiery
Romanian whose court antics
have enraged officials and
enthralled spectators for more
than a decade, against John
McEnroe, tennis' latest
Peck's Bad Boy.
It's the kind of match
promoters dream about, and it
will take place in the second
round of the rain-plagued U.S.
Open tennis championships.
When those fireworks will
occur depends largely on the
weather, which played havoc
with Wednesday's program of
first round matches.
After McEnroe and Nastase
posted victories early in the
day, rain halted play three

times, the last at 4:13 p.m.
After a wait of more than two
hours, tournament officials
finally decided to suspend the
10 matches that were already
under way and postpone the 17
other afternoon matches that
were never begun. The four
night matches were also
postponed.
Today's schedule was to
open one-half hour earlier
than usual, at 10:30 a.m.,
EDT, with the completion of
matches begun Wednesday.
Among them will be a firstround pairing between fifthseeded Evonne Goolagong
Cawley of Australia and 21year-old Kay McDaniel, which
with
was
suspended
Goolagong leading 6-7,6-4, 4-2.
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They're baseball's most the 1930s when Dizzy scored 30
illustrious pitching brothers and 28 triumphs.
Despite the gap in their
since the Dean boys, Dizzy
and Paul, toiled for the St. ages, the knuckleballing
Niekros have had virtually
Louis Cardinals in the 1930s.
"I don't think the Deans had paralleling careers. Except
20 the same year," the elder for Joe's brief tenure in the
Niekro commented during the American League, they have
Braves' get-away game been NatiOnal Leaguers.
"We have faced each other
Wednesday in Shea Stadium.
"That's the reason I'd like for five times," Phil recalled with
Joe and me both to get 20 this a touch of relish, "Joe's won
year. It's within reach and three and I've won two. The
we'd be the first brothers in one that got to me most was
two years ago in Atlanta when
the National League to do it."
Phil Niekro is up on his Joe hit a home run to beat me.
"He's never let me forget it.
diamond history. For all the
glamor that surrounded the Now every time our teams go
Dean brothers, Paul never against each other, there's Joe
reached a 20-game season over in the dugout swinging
although he twice got to 19 in five bats, acting like Babe

6 Months

to p
gam
Lan
we'r
beci
mak
a f

VALUES GALORE

Ruth itching to get to the Of this group, only Brock has
indicated that 1979 will be the
plate."
The Niekros grew up around end of the line.
The elder Niekro attributes
Martins Ferry, Ohio, the only
boys in a family that included his longevity — a 15-year
an older sister. Because of the record of 213 victories and 188
difference in age, Phil was defeats — to no magic formula
More like a father to Joe, who or training technique but to
-luck and hard work.
idolized his big brother.
"I don't run. I don't lift
Phil Niekro is one Of
baseball's most phenomenal weights. I don't gobble
athletes — a member of the vitamins. I just throw a lot.
"Golden Oldie Club" that has I'm always throwing. I even
refused to fade away. The pitch batting practice.
"I've never had any arm
exclusive clique includes such
40-and-over stars as the trouble. I've never been on the
Giants' Manny Mota and disabled list. I think the
Willie McCovey, each 41; reason I've hung on is that I've
Boston's Carl Yastrzemski, taken care of this old wing of
St. Louis' Lou Brock and San mine. I never let it get lazy or
Diego's Gaylord Perry, all 40. stale."

NBA Governors
Limit Coaches
Floor Movement

45'

This rate is in effect August 30 through Sept.

TERM 6 Months(182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT:$10,000;
GUARANTEED RATE

By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — The National
Association's
Basketball
Board of Governors voted to
limit the movement of coaches
and trainers, during games,to
a 28-foot area between the
baseline and a hash mark to
be placed 19 feet from midcourt.
The new rule perillits
coaches and trainers to go to
the scorers' table only during
timeouts or between periods,
and then only to check
statistical information.
Violations will result in a
technical foul.
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Co.Withdraws
From Track Meet
By the Associated Press
LONDON — Sebastian Coe
pulled out of a track meet
after an argument with a
policeman, and lost his chance
at a fourth world record in two

COAXIAL SPEAKERS

AUDIOVOX IN-DASH
AM/FM STEREO
RADIO AND
STEREO CASSETTE
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PARKING LOT SALE

The Brothers Niekro
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
The kid still is threatening to
show up his big brother, but
you don't get any yelps out of
Phil Niekro.
"We, Joe and I, have never
had any personal rivalry —
not even when we go against
each other," said the 40-yearold knuckleballer of the
Atlanta Braves, who notched
victory No.17 by beating the
New York Mets Tuesday
night.
Joe Niekro, five years Phil's
junior, already has passed the
No.17 plateau, though he was
foiled in his bid for his 19th
victory against Montreal
Wednesday night.
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Tigers' Thoughts On Reidland,
Not Future Games,Says Hina
By TONY WILSON
Heath 34-6 last week.
Ledger & Times
Despite the Tigers' triumph
Sports Editor
over Russellville, picked by
While each team is heading area coaches to win the
Class
in opposite directions at the A region title, Hina
feels his
moment, coach John Hina team had a chance to put the
insists his Murray High squad game away in the second
half.
will be eyeing Reidland, and
"Our defense did a good job
only Reidland, when it takes to stop them early in
the
the field Friday for its 8 p.m. second half, but we couldn't
road contest.
put it across," said Hina.
"Sometimes fans look ahead "We're going to have to
and say 'watch out for Sep- correct the mental mistakes if
tember, but we're not having we're going to continue to
any of that," says Hina, whose improve."
Tigers subdued Rusellville 14The Tigers dominated
2 to open their season last Russellville
offensively,
week. "We respect Reidland, especially on the ground,
and we know they are capable grounding out 244 yards to just
of beating us."
56 for the hosts. Tim Foster
Thus far, though, Reidland carried 11 times for 98 yards
has failed in two attempts to and scored two touchdowns,
notch a victory. It lost to Ohio Nick Hibbard picked up 71
County in its season opener, yards and Craig Crawford
then was thrashed by powerful notched 62, all on one

breakaway burst.
Tigers
defeated
The
Reidland 16-0 last season, but
Hina says that game could
easily have gone the other
way."We didn't have an easy
time then, and we probably
won't have one Friday," he
said.
Reidland, a Class AAA
school, has just 39 players on
the squad, far less than
Murray High's 57. But though
the Greyhounds finished 3-8
last year, coach Tony Burkeen
thinks this year's team has a
much better attitude.
"These kids like one
another," he said. "This is the
most exceptional group I've
ever been around."
Reidland's quarterbacking
chores will be handled by
Randy Mayfield, a junior
lefthander who also does the

Greyhound punting "He's
inexperienced, but Randy
works a lot harder than
required," Burkeen said.
and
High
Murray
Russellville sloshed through
mud and drizzle last Friday,
and the Tigers have endured
practices this week in much
the same conditions. "We
usually had our backs against
the wall against Russellville,
because it was hard to move
the ball. It was too risky too
pass very much, and that
really limited our ability to
move the ball."
The defense, though, shone,
and Hina hopes that excellence continues."We made
it rough on Russellville to do
much of anything," he said.
"If we can continue that type
of intensity, we should be
ready to play Friday."

While Lakers Limping, Marshals
'Feel Fortunate' About Opener
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times
Sports Editor
Battered and bruised from
its shelling at the hands of
Union County last week,
Calloway County enters its
contest at Marshall County
Friday wiser, but still hopeful,
says Laker coach Stan
Outland.
"We're taking each game
one at a time, and just looking
for a good performance," said
Outland. But the Marshals,
the hosts for the 8 p.m. contest
in Draffenville, have the
momentum of a 9-1 1978
season.
"We feel fortunate to be able
to play Calloway in our first
game," said Marshal coach
Larry Krouse. "Not because
we're overlooking them, butt
because we should be able to
make more mistakes against
a first-year program like

Calloway and still be in
reasonably good shape."
Krouse, who enters his
fourth season as Marshall
County coach with a cummulative 17-14 record, feels
his current squad could be his
best edition yet. "We've got
our returning quarterback
( Bruce Ford), and I think that
position is the best possible
one to return a starter." _So despite the fact that
Krouse lost 20 seniors to
graduation, including nine
offensive and 10 defensive
starters, he has been impressed with the amount of
enthusiasm with which his
players have competed for the
starting spots.
"We had two good scrimmages and several excellent
practices, so I think we're to
start our season," he said.
Ford, a 6-1 junior. will direct
the Marshals' wishbone of-

BOWLING
Winter Leagues
To Start Soon
Monday & Tuesday Night Men's League Meeting Sept. 4,
7:00p.m.
Thursday Night Couples Meeting August 30, 7:00 p.m.
Saturday Morning Junior Meeting September 22, 10:00
Will Meet At Corvette Lanes
for For*" We
Came Comm lam

753-2202
SPECIAL OFFER
alp SA Ad kid Sig Ti Cone% Lam

Bowl 1 Game At Regular Prke
Ansi Get Second Genie Free
MA This Arl1 Expires Oct. 1-79

CORVETTE LANES
1415 Main St. -753-2202

fense, a set Krouse installed
on the squad two years ago.
"With that type of offense,
we feel like we best utilize our
running game," he said. "We
don't have the super running
back, but we have about six
that can all do an adequate
job."
But the schedule could be a
major stumbling block for the
Marshals, who own a full
Class 4A slate for the first
time. That means they play
such heavyweights as Tilghman, Hopkinsville, Bowling
Green and Christian County;
not to mention an Oct. 5 date
with MayfiAd. "Conceivably,
we could be much better than
last year and not come close to
9-1," says Krouse.
Injuries, an area Outland
predicted at the outset that hia
Lakeri had to avoid, are
already a 'factor. Running
back Kirk Starks will miss
approximately two weeks with
a banged-up knee, Says
Outland.
Two or three injuries play a
large role on squad of only 22
players, as Outland knows
only too well. "We knew we
were going to have injuries,
but we were just hoping it
wouldn't happen in the key
positions," said Outland. "It's
a tough position for my
players, because they know
they are going up against
teams with maybe two or
three times as many players
as us.
"I think Marshall County
will hit harder and be bigger
physically than Union County

Hospitality Room

Set Before Game
The Racer Club will sponsor
a hospitality room at the
Howard Johnson's Motel in
Cape Girardeau Saturday in
preparation for Saturday
night's
Murray
StateSoutheast Missouri game.
All Racer fans are invited to
attend the event, which will be
open from 2-6 p.m.

was," he said. "We shouldn't
have to deal with the quality of
backs that Union County had,
but in every other area, this
game should be tougher."
To Krouse, Friday's game
will hopefully give his Marshals a chance to get rid of its
opening game jitters and
prepare for Bowling Green
and Tilghman, their first two
September opponents.
"Unless we just completely
fall apart mistakes-wise, this
game should be good for us,"
he said.

Robin Roberts (84) buried a Russellville ball carrier last week in Murray High's 14-2 victory. The
Tigers hope to do the
same to Reidland Friday.

Ellis Keys Expos' Victory Over Astros
Ellis Valentine has been in
and out of hot water with the
Montreal Expos of late.
Wednesday night, he was
just plain trouble for the
Houston Astros.
Valentine, a controversial
figure because of his
sometime lackadaisical play,
didn't appear to be too
sluggish while running out a
three-run homer in the Expos'
5-3 victory over the Astros.
"All that hot-dogging is
over," said Valentine. "1 just
want to help the ball club
win."
Valentine's 21st homer of
the season in the ,sixth inning
wiped out a 2-1 Houston lead
and helped Bill Lee win his
13th game for the National'
League East contenders.

In other NL games, Cincinnati defeated Philadelphia
7-6; San Diego beat Chicago 31; Pittsburgh trimmed Los
Angeles 4-1; St. Louis beat San
Francisco 5-1 and Atlanta
edged New York 5-4.
Reds 7, Phillies 6— Reliever

Doug Bair pitched four
scoreless innings and Johnny
Bench blasted a two-run
homer to help Cincinnati beat
Philadelphia and record its
eighth straight victory.
Bair came on 'after Rick
Auerbach put the Reds in front
with a sacrifice fly in the sixth

Soccer Signup Is Slated For Saturday
Saturday morning will offer
an opportunity for boys from
grades 2-7 to sign up fat-this
fall's
Murray
Soccer
Association season.
Those interested may sign
up -either before (8:30-9:30
a.m.) or after (10:30-11:30) a
9:30 a.m. clinic to be conducted by former British
professional soccer star Jim

inning to break a 6-6 tie. Bair
gained his 16th save in relief of
winner Mario Soto,2-2.
Cardinals 5, Giants 1 —JOhn
Fulgham pitched a five-hitter
Garry
and
Templeton
slammed a two-run triple to
lead St. Louis over San
Francisco.
fast Film Service
At Big Discount

Parry.
Signup sheets have been
distributed to Murray city
school boys, and they will be
handed out to Calloway
County students either Friday
or early next week, a
spokesman said.
Play in the league begins
Sept. 15, and teams will be
drawn up Sept. 7.

so
.r\o•FILM, FLASH CUBES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

Artcratt Studios
1111 So. 1201-753-0035
Till PASS1WG AT IllARD004

MAR-KEL'S FACTORY OUTLET STORE
IS HAVING A
for I

SUPER
SALE

DURING LABOR DAY WEEK
FRIDAY, AUGUST 31st THRU SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 9th
WE WILL BE CLOSED LABOR DAY
VARIETY OF COLORS
41111

:1r at..1
.
1 11111 •

11
1
29 INCH

SPICE JAR

9 $oo
95

HARRIS

a'AilgrE Pontoon
America's Most Wanted
Family Pontoon Boat
Special

Some Red Hot Low Low Prices.

We mode a special purchase on a number of brand new Pontoon boats - not our brand but
a good quality low priced boat. A few left as of today. 20-24-28. If you ever expect to
own anew pontoon boat . Don't miss this sale.
Don McClure

Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Tolle 94 fso oot 01 Murray for 2 on.let Tuff. riqhf on 110 follow 250 for 7 rnoles poi' Bonner
lApri loft ond yon hey
Nrn r
To 1,, yt ytop
r
Telephone 414 5451

Cpor•r y Tolle b,I,op

Am For 16

16 INCH

11
16 INCH

28 INCH

SPICE JAR

EGG SHAPE

EGG SHAPE

2

For$12
"

2For$2500
00
$12
2.

Stop in and look over our new shipment of pictures,
strass crystal chandeliers, oriental designed lamps
and many more items on display at wholesale prices----

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S FACTORY OUTLET STORE
LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
iaigs
PARIS,TENNESSEE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK: 10 A.M.• 7 P.M. MON.THRU SAT.

HIGHWAY 79 EAST
r•-•,
charge

1 TIL 5 P.M. ON SUNDAY
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Murray's Power Gives Orioles
Twinbill Sweep; Royals Cruise
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
In nearly three seasons with
the Baltimore Orioles, none of
Eddie Murray's 72 homers
had been hit in Minnesota.
Three swings later, the
Metropolitan Mystery was
solved.
"All I know is, I hadn't hit
one in this ballpark before,"
said Murray, who hit three
homers in the second game of
a double-header sweep over
the Minnesota Twins Wednesday."The Twins have been
tough on me. I haven't had too
many hits here of any kind."
The 23-year-old switchhitting slugger had a sacrifice
fly in the 4-0 opening-game
victory and then knocked in all
of Baltimore's runs in the 7-4
second-game triumph with his
three homers, two from the
right side and one from the
left.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

In other American League
games, the Cleveland Indians
swept two from the Seattle
Mariners, 5-4 and 2-1; the
Oakland A's defeated the
Toronto Blue Jays 6-4, the
New York Yankees outlasted
the Texas Rangers 7-5, the
Kansas City Royals blasted
the Milwaukee Brewers 18-8,
the Detroit Tigers edged the
California Angels 2-1 and
Boston at Chicago was
postponed because of wet
grounds.
built a
has
Murray
reputation as a hitter you
shouldn't throw fastballs to,
but on Wednesday he said he
-decided to sit on some slow
stuff for a change."
White Sox owner Bill Veeck
said the postponement of
Wednesday night's Boston-

Chicago game was "another
strange and stupid decision."
He said his outfield was as
good as the field was in
Milwaukee last week when his
team played there.
But Red Sox Manager Don
Zimmer said, "Anybody
playing in that outfield tonight
would be in danger of
breaking a leg."
Royals 18, Brewers 5 —
Milwaukee fell eight games

Clampett
Heads U.S.
Am Field
By the Associated Press
CLEVELAND — The 79th
U.S. Amateur Golf Championship entered its match
play phase today, bringing
pangs of trepidation to even
the top performers in the 36
holes of stroke play that
preceded.

behind Baltimore in the Al.
East and Kansas City moved
within one-half game of
California in the West with a
19-hit attack.
Pete LaCock drove in four
runs and Amos Otis three and
the Royals got homers from
LaCock, Otis and George
Brett as they scored 17 of their
runs in the first four innings.
Infielders Sal Etando and Jim
Gantner and catcher Buck
Martinez combined to pitch
the last five innings for the
Brewers, allowing three runs.
Tigers 2, Angels I —
Slumping California lost its
seventh game in the last eight
and 11th out of 15 as Detroit's
Steve Kemp knocked in Lou
Whitaker with a tie-breaking
single in the sixth inning.
Jack Morris, 13-5, got the

ni3ster chilrer

victory with hitless relief the
last two innings by- Aureho
Lopez.
Indians 5-2, Mariners 4-1 —
Floyd Bannister was cruising
along with a three-hitter and a
4-0 lead in the opener when
Cleveland erupted for five
runs in the ninth to win. The
Indians then captured the
second game on Toby
Harrah's two-run homer and a
combined six-hitter by Rick
Waits and Victor Cruz.

Yankees 7, Rangers 5— Ron
Guidry won his eighth straight
start to up his record to 14-7
and George Scott, acquired
only last Monday, hit a threerun homer in a fiv e7run second
inning as New York beat
Texas.

Prices Good Thru
Sept. 8, 1979

Olympic Plaza Shopping Center Murray, Ky.

Itadngton.

Model 870

12-16-20 Ga.
4 Chamber
/
21
SPECIAL

"Wingmaster"
Pump Action
Shotgun

$1 7619

Autoloading
Shotgun

• Ilest-selling
psaøip

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
L
Pct. GB
568 77 54
Pittsburgh
3
566
54
71
Montreal
543 6
70 59
Chicago
7
535
69 60
St Louis
492 1262
65 67
Philadelphia
24
403
77
52
York
New
WEST
575 —
77 57
Cincinnati
14
564
75 58
Houston
462 15
71
61
Los Angeles
147 17
59 73
San Francisco
425 20
57 IT
San Diego
402 23
79
53
Atlanta

"It takes a lot of skill, but
more luck to win in match
play," said 1978 runnerup
Scott Hoch of Wake Forest.
"It's more the luck of the
draw."
Hoch, who lost 5 and 4 last
Wednesday's Games
year at Plainfield, N.J., to
Atlanta 5, New York 4
State,
Ohio
Si Lotus 5, San Francisco 1
John Cook of
Montreal 5. Houston 1
figures the tournament as a
Cincinnati 7. Philadelphia 6
that
fact
the
toss-up, despite
San Diego 3. Chicago 1
Pittsburgh 4, Los Angeles 1
Bobby Clampett of Brigham
Thursday's Games
the
broke
ty
Universi
Young
St.Lotus Vuckovich 124 at San Fran36-hole on-site Amateur cisco ) Whitson 54)
Chicago Lamp 9-7 at Los Angeles
qualifying record.
)Hooton 11-9). In)
Only games scheduled
Clampett, 19, shot a twoFriday's Games
under-par 68 Wednesday at
Cincinnati at Montreal.
twoa
a at Atlanta, n
with
Philadelphi
finish
Shaker to
New York at Houston, n
day total of 134, two strokes
St.Louis at San Diego, n
Chicago at Los Angeles, n
better than the record set in
Pittsburgh at San Francisco. r n
1946 by Robert "Skee" Riegel.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
L
W
662 86 44
Baltimore
597 8
DO 54
Milwaukee
.167 8n
77 52
Boston
.550 14,k
71 58
New York
.541 15 61
72 61
Detroit
i
Ill 19,
68 65
Cleveland
.318 45
4.2 90
Toronto
WEST
71 62
.534
California
.530
70 62
Kansas City
2
519
63
68
Minnesota
8
.474
63 70
Texas
.435 13
57 74
Chicago
418 15-"
56 71
Seattle
321 28's
91
43
Oakland
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore 4-7. Minnesota 0-4
Oakland 6, Toronto 4
Cleveland 5-2, Seattle 41
New York 7, Texas 5
Detroit 2. California 1
Boston at Ctucago. ppd . wet grounds
Kansas City 18, Milwaukee 8
Thursday's Games
Seattle • Parrott 124) at Toronto Moore
3,5,
Texas Meclich 54 ) at Boston i Eckersley i6-7i. n )
Minnesota ) Koosrnan 17-101 at Baltimore ) Flanagan 111-71, In)
California 'Ryan 13-101 at Cleveland
Barker 4-4). ) n
Kansas City , Gura 9-9 ) at New York
Tiant 10-7), n )

704 *

.U$
•th
Daub* ectionr
ban log smooth
12 Monthly'
dependebie
Per
operation
Installments
• Receive(
machined lrO4n
solid steel

1.1.

last5Days.'
4100, Our longestlasting
latex house paint...
outlastsSpearsofweather.
YOUR(WOKE/
Rotor Gloss SALE $
• One Coat Coverage.
applied as directed

t•Quick-change
extra berreis
available In
all gauges
and no tools
an needed to
change barrels
• Made in U S A
)

I

Vent Rib

Mo.

$199°5

10000
1100005
o 1100003
a

1100002
1100006
1100004

2 Pc. or Coveralls
By Game Winner

Per Mo.

Variable Power
Always centered reticle, non-magnifying through power
change 1 in tube, outside diam. objective end 1.5 in., eyepiece
end 1.4 in.. overall length 11% in., eye relief 3.5 in. Field of
view 36 ft. to 12 ft at 100 yds. Parallax corrected at 100 yds.
3X-9X Power

3688

U.L. Reg. $44.99
SPECIAL

Reg. 16.99

$1488

G 8t H Decoys

Remington
Dove Quail

Shot
Shells

.

3SHOTGUN

REMINGTON
$
DOVE/QUAIL
SHELLS
Box of 25

12-16-20
Ga.
#8 Shot
SPECIAL

per dm
SPECIAL $2488

FIELD SHELLS
SPECIAL

388
per

1 ;APIW
4d1;
doz.

° Tree Stand

29

U. 1. Reg, 544.99

per box

$3688

p

4paint.
4store.
4 whole lot more:'

Only

1 191

Magnum Mallard
Water Keel

(Ladder sale ends Oct. 1)

SPECIAL
12-16-20

Duck/ Pheasant

Hand Climber

Heavy
Loads

Free Decorating Assistance. Easy charge convenience with Master Charge or Visa.

753-3321

28
30
32

$12381

Per Mo.

Choosefrom:
• Paper
• Vinyl Coated Paper
• Grasscloth

Murray
Southside Shopping Center

Leftliand
35/50
40/85
45/70

12 Mo.
Installments
At

Over 500 Patterns.

EXTENSION LAME Rh
24ft
28ft.
2011
16ft.
6ft.
ft
Sale $24.99 $2799 1112.99 854.99 $67.99 $56 99
99 $13999
Reg. $3999 $44 99 $6999 $8999
tstension ladder working lengths are 3/i less than sites fisted.

30
32

SPECIAL

$1924 *

• Easy to Apply
• Soap and Water Cleanup

F1P

28

40/65
45/70

5

9999

Dove Hunting
Suits

99

Save7.5-53
4hintERSliiiint Ladders
onSTEPLADD

35 60

Bushnell Scope

99

Tough Onelatex
house paint

4

*0 No
7-*
'

Only

Save 2agat

4111

Sale ends September 4. unless otheruise noted.

Right Hand
Draw
length, in
weight. lbs

Draw

a gal.
reg. $13.(19

or your purchase price will be ref.nded.
C 1979 The Shone°, Vy lama Company

$2474 *
Per Mo.

Six Adjustable Peak Weight Settings
Six position adjustable peak weight settings
permits a range of 25 pounds. Bow stays in tune
throughout entire weight adjustment sequence.
Black color Bearglas and hardrock maple
.
laminated limbs. "silver vein" colored lightweight handle Standard equipment Includes:
pivot
base
Bear universal sight stage, Bear limb
assembly. lightweight suspension system,
Weatherest and Converta-accessory insert
50r1 let-off. 44 in. long over all

$1

finestflatlatex
wallpaint

Satisfaction Guaranteed in the _se of these coatings

At
Only

BEAR POLAR LTD

Center Fire Autoloader, 5 Shot
s
America best stilling autoloading big game rifle Gas-opery
ated: fires 5 shot?' as fast as trigger can be repeatedl
squeezed and released, with minimum disturbance of aim.
Outstanding bolt strength, with 3 rings of steel surrounding
the cartridge head. Vibra-honed metal finish, plus a coating
on interior parts of friction-reducing, dirt-releasing DuPont
avail"Teflon-S-% 4-shot removable clip magazine: extra clips
able. 22 in. barrel. Convenient bolt release and positive cross
bolt safety. Receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounts.
Detachable ramped front sight with flat-faced gold bead: detachable rear sight is adjustable for windage and for elevation
end
by precise, stepiess ramp Black-tipped tapered fore
American walnut stock and fore-end. protected by DuPont's
RK-W finish. Checkered in skip-line pattern .White spacers at
grip and fore-end Length of pull 131. in., drop at heel 2'.
in., drop at comb 1% in.

• One(oat Coverage'.
applied as directed.
• Withstands Scrubbing.

All wallcovering packaged in double rolls

12
Monthly
Installments

REMINGTON HIGH POWER AUTOLOADeR
"WOODSMASTER" MODEL 742

12
Monthly
Installments
At

$25714

Vent Rib

Only
$1915*

Per Pio

3" Magnum
12 or 20 Ga.
SPECIAL

trak-chang
befigels .
Qxu‘c
se
available in
all gauges...
and no tools
are needed to
change barrels.

BIG GAME REPEATING RIFLES

Save$4age/.
Classic99;Our

Single roll
reg. 55.99-$26.99

•Receiver
machined from
solid steel.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

CffilY
\

Per Mo.

(Sale ends Oct. I)

SALE

12
Monthly
Installments

•Gentle recoil
effect.

12-20 Ga.
3" Chamber

12 Monthly
Installments

0 gal.
reg. $14.99

SALE

5
°
$21 9

• Best-selling
autoloeder In
the U. S. A.

agnum

Baseball Standings

stag

Model 1100

0—
rdy
(

rnAI.

12 Ga. 16-20G..
23/4"Chamber
SPECIAL

U.

SPECIAL

$1288

SPECIAL

429

REMINGTON $
DUCK/PHEASANT
SHOTGUN SHELLS
Box of 25

per box

S15.99

-

* Monthly Installments Inched* Salon Tax and
Finance Charges CIT Flaming
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Members of the Murray High backfield are,
front row from left Eddie Requarth, Albert Ball,
Reed Hornsby, Rich Rollins, Brad Wells, Nick Hib,bard, Nick Swift, Ron Wilson, Tim Foster and

.

-

... •

•
Greg Morton.In back are Todd Rutherford,Steve
Bliven, Phil Brown, Craig Crawford, Randy Halley,
Tim Brown, Gary Utley, Greg Schanbacher,Scotty
Orr, Ken Murphy and Stephon Reed.

Murray High vs Reidland
8:00 P.M. Friday
LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

:..•,..%..•. ,.,.,...

„ „
-- --'

.

‘.

`----

at Reidland Ky
I

3s

N.

Your

GIAN

THE MURRAY THEATRES

Our Hours Are
Fr 7-5
Closed Sat.

mg
Roils
Savo sr

"The place where thousand4 are saving rnillion4"

With
$10.00
Order

HOME FEDERAL

take care of,there's
a tough Case Lawn and Garden Tractor that's tailor-made
Choose from a riding mower, lawn tractor, garden tractors,
loader tractors and even a loader/backhoe. From 8 hp thru 16%
hp...Plus all ttie attactunents you'll need to handle the tough jobs
at your place.
GeT
TOUGH
oar a case
64110
• 4.
McKeel Equipment Co.

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

r

MURRAY BRANCH 1201 MAIN 759-16.10

.,Mere

S
•

Expires 9-5-79

Ir.-ir iv.,•••

Parker's Super Mkt.
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LENDER

Downtown Shopping Can't

Merray-Mayfleld

Bank of Murray
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Member FMB
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BRADEN METAL
753-1675
Ilir
BUILDING SYSTEMS
621 4th
Marble Manufacturer

Thornton Tile
And Marble
-Quality That Will Please 619 So. 9th -- 753-5719
Murray, Ky.

FSLIC

Cr.
e
p . _vo
1r°

2-- 1.

le..„,
t
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4"
-V--6
gitS,,,,. --"Queo•-- ...I
41°441r, 16%Member F.D.I.C.
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Ed Cain Construction Co.
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„Not.

503 Walnut — 753-3062

I

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Coop-Corp.

4,10,,_
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1105 Pogue
753-1489

Dealer

we've GOTA case
FOR
,
your 6:7-or
mace eWhether yOu have a city lot or a few acres to

Get'Em Tigers!

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

Michelin

r
Hyde Park

Towels
14

Hopkillsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.

CarroH Tire
Service

Storey
You Can't
Watch
The Tigers

•

Prudential

Murray Electric
System

Life-Health-Auto-Home

Landolt Insurance

401 Olive

Agency
753-8170
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"All The

Gene Landolt
304 N. 4th

George Landolt

753-5321
Way Tigers"

,

'
GM

Purdom
Motors

GM

a"
?Ammo
,
'lilts*
.

Oldsmobile
Concern"0It me'
Home 8 Farm Owners-Life-Auto
"Satisfied Customers
Ray T. Commercial-Blue Cross
Are Our
Agents
Broach
Terry Brooch
Main
Pontiac i Cadillac
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1411W. Main - 753-5315

309 South Fifth

753-4703
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UNCLE
STP
JEFF'S
Pit Stop Sale

•

SON OF A
GUN
VINYL CLEANER

•

$199

STP
AIR
FILTER

Us

STP
OIL
TREATMENT

For All Cars, Including Trucks
& Imports Too.

$337
511

50°
REFUND
ON
EACH CAN

STP
GAS
TREATMENT
8-12 Oz.
14 Gal. - 21 Gal.

690

8 Oz.

12 Oz. ge

P MVO%

III •
••111•1111111111111111•

See
Details
at
Uncle
Jeff's

STP
CARBURETOR
CLEANER
$147

51551WWWWW•Wila
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Schrade Old Timer
154-0T Sharpfinger

Knife & Sheath
Made of Durable Plastic

00
Reg. 13.57 Sales110

Check Our Prices
Winchester

Dove & Quail
Shells

Shoes

12-20-16 Gauge
2/
3
4",#8 Shot

Casual Styles
For Back To
School

Selling At Or Below Wholesale Prices

410 Ga.
Shot Gun

Zip Front - Game PouchShell Loops
Sizes Small Thru X-Lar e

Assorted Styles At Our
Low Discounted Price of

51188
each

Special Selection
Of Men's
Pre-Washed

DISCOUNT PR CES

Men's Pocket

Tee Shirts

Fashion
Jeans
$988

Reg. 2.49

Just In

Sole $1 99

Complete Archery
Supplies

Reg. 12.99 Sole

Off
Any Pair
Of Jeans With
This Coupon

With Mesh Back
Adjustable Sizes

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
2 Gallon Plastic

Black & Decker

Watering Can

Polisher

_

Cap Snaps on or off

Only

Tool Set-Of-The-Week

$337

‘"5

Reg. 28.57.
Save $8.60

Buffalo 17 Pc. 1/2"Drive

'

Random
No. 7962 8"
Orbital
Duplicates Natural
C111;a. ul r Motion Of
'1 Human Hand

3569

$

each

Only

Watling Wood

Step
Ladders
4, 5 &6 Ft. Heights
$1 2
47 & Up

28,000 RPM Motor - Use for
sanding, shaping, cutting,
cleaning, sharpening, routing,
deburring, polishing, ideal for
handymen, hobbyist & professionals.
Reg.37.97

•Ready To Use
'Weed Free
•4,8,20&
40 Lb. Bags

Garden Hose
Rubber & Nylon Reinforced
"& si" Dia. in 50&
75 Ft. Rolls
Prices Start At $159
roll

Mechanics
Heavy Duty

Buffalo
Instant
Heat Electric
Set includes body harrunez, pick hammer,
doily.
com
e. ham
b Ill
mer, Universal doily, heel dolly, at purpose!
bination dolly & spoon.
Price
$5956
Retail
U. J. Ref. Price $39.95

Soldering
Gun 15CrWatt-110 Volt

Buffalo
Heavy Duty
12-Speed

Drill Press
Bench Model, Table
Rotates & Tilts
Reg 280 00

Save 50.00

Booster
Cables
12, 16 & 20 Ft.

•Easy to use 'Gives a lustrious
black finish .heat resistant •8 oz.
can

Retail Price $16.95
R 7
Our tow Price VP

33" Widths
Burns Coal,
Wood or Ga.

Cables.
Compare & Save
Start

At

Stove Pipe
30 Gauge
•Adjustable & Regular
Elbows, Adapters
'Rain Caps
'Dampers

Franklin
Fireplace
Stoves

2 Designs
Sizes Include 26"
& 32" x42"

DISCOUNT
PRICES

•24" & 36" lengths
sChimney kit with round cap, storm rol
lar,ceiling support & flashing

DISCOUNT PRICES

Only
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NANCY
HOW WA 5
THE FOOD -?

NANCY, ARE YOU
BACK FROM
IRMAS PARTY?

ilfildlibbigaid&MMINMAIRA.
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GREAT

Pringles
Potato Chips

( YES
_

hta

C•watrl Who
Twit Peck

441

BLONDIE

T.-os is AN

1471 umtso

So-iF &NC'S so HIGH
BE HEARD
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Oismeabis apostle Wets. Mere
th.. 15% of tar sod

ooz sore
niceties.
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SHE A-WAY5 TAKEST1
A LoOTTLE BOW WHEN
SHE FiNiSi-4E5
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Arthritis
Pain Formula
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YOU'RE A PRIVATE,
UNDERSTAND?!
I'M A SERE,EANT.1.1

A SERGEANT./
UNDERSTAND?!

One-A-Day
Mufti-Vitomins

AbbliD DON'T YOU
ONE A DAY

FORGET IT!! et.
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TORPEDO„•
WAKE UP!
THAT HOOD'S
TRYING TO
HIJACK
OUR LOOT 0

STILL OUT!
WOW! THAT
GUY HITS
LIKE A
PILE
DRIVER!

$229
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Greeting
Cards
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Cepacol
Mouthwash
1ti" and Gargle

Tampax
Tampons

EAR

•

Prices Good Thru Sun
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Aqua Filters
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
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I VE NEVER BEEN SO SICK
IN MY LIFE
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I'LL FINISH HIM
MYSELF, THEN TORPEDO!
HAVE IT ,44/. FOR
MYSELF!

Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste

lei .4 10 ofile eirrol000s •
choice of mops*,
wash*,liribley

MI6 fluoride
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6.4 oz. tube
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PREPARATiONH

Eraser Mate

4

ii

from Popermate

Preparation H
Suppositories

Wholl Pay You 9.645% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?

A
Na
ma
cap

Rave
Soft Perm
Refill

Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This
9.645% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through September
5,1979.
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Nice 'N Easy
Shampoo-In
Hair Color
By Chiral
Whims Celan

Selo

$1
"
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Pu•
tra
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PS
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Campho
Phenique
Liquid

WHO'LL PAY YOU 7.95% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?

If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher
interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only
1'4%
below the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest
rte
for September is 7.95% and yields 8.274%. The rate on new certificates is determined the first of each month.

WHO'LL RAY YOU 51
/
4% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 514%
and paid quarterly.Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
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$118

Desenex
Spray-On
Foot
Powder

Gillette
SUPER STAINLESS

Gillette
Super Stainless
Steel Blades
Pot§ of S

5 blades

1.1, 76'

WHOIL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

A substantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of
deposit.

PEOPLES
o/BA
, NK
MURRAY
Member FDIC

KY.

We Tow Choice

Efferdent
Denture Cleanser
Tablets
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Para-Gard
Toilet Bowl
and Household
Deodorant Coke

Pure Grape lie
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CODDMIND CUMIN.*

Selo $1 36
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Roadside Produce Vendor Relies
On The Honesty Of His Customers
TAMPA, Fla. 1AP) — Amid
the hand-lettered signs at
Charlie Jones' tiny roadside
stand is one which says it all:
-Self-Serv Market. I Trust
You."
Often, an empty coffee can
with a slit in the plastic cover
is the only cashier for shoppers wanting fruit or
vegetables.
Jones, 68, believes in the
honor system. Sure,• he says,
he's been ripped off, but not
often, although kids make off
with a bagful of fruit every
now and then.
For a fruit and vegetable
lover, Jones thinks his place is
the best deal around.
"Look at this," says the
wiry vendor, scooping up a
handful of okra that had been
in his garden only hours
earlier. "I'm selling this at 3
pounds for $1, and that's
cheap. I sell everything cheap,
and it's also selfservice."
Jones' stand sits a stone's
throw from his mobile home,
just a couple of blocks from a
busy Tampa intersection and
not far from a huge, modern
supermarket. His garden is
out back. The orange groves
across the street belong to a
neighbor who lets Jones take
whatever he needs.
He's occupied the corner for
the past few years, filling the
produce needs of scores of
nearby apartment dwellers.
When he's not farming on
those six acres of his, he's
propped in an easy chair
under a shade tree next to his
trailer with his television set
on.
Life on a farm is familiar to
Jones. He spent most of his life
growing crops. He once even
attended agricultural school,
he said.

NORFOLK, Va.(API — The
Navy's Atlantic Fleet commander has ordered his ship
captains to take aggressive
action to "eliminate the activities
of
racist
organizations" on board ships.
However, the orders by
Adm. Harry D. Train II, made
public Tuesday, do not contradict earlier statements that
Ku Klux Klan membership is
legal, the Navy says.
Navy officials said that no
federal or military law
prohibits KKK membership.
The Navy confirmed that
card-carrying Klan members
are aboard the Concord, a
Norfolk-based supply vessel
that sailed last month for the
Mediterranean.
In the first of two messages
to commanding officers, dated
July 10, Train called for
"aggressive command-level
actions to identify and
eliminate the activities of

TRUSTING VENDOR — An old wooden bench and a
folding picnic table help Charlie Jones of Tampa, Fla.,
display the fruits and vegetables he has for sale at his tiny
roadside stand. Shoppers can help themselves and leave the
money in the empty coffee can.
He was an electrician at one
time, too, but gave that up
-because "I like farming," he
says.
When the harvest is bountiful, Jones says he earns 820$25 a week. Once, he even
picked up that much in a
single day, selling grapefruit,
tangerines and oranges. For
all last year, he puts his losses
at about $50.
"A lot come by who don't
have the money and they'll
leave a note and their phone
number," he says."One wrote
down that he'd stop by
tomorrow with the money.
The next day it was there— all
of it.
"A lot of people will give me

racist organizations which are
disruptive to our readiness."
Train's message said,
"overt or covert behavior
which
advocates
the
superiority of one race or
ethnic group over another is
disruptive to good order and
discipline and will not be
tolerated."
Navy officials pointed to a
second message, dated Aug. 3,
as proof that its stands on
racist activity and KKK
membership were not contradictory.
"The operative word is
'behavior,— Train said, in
trying to determine what can
be tolerated.
The admiral said he is not
concerned with individual
beliefs or legal activities that
take place off ships and out of
uniform.
But "when there is public
advocacy of racial or ethnic

a tip," says Jones. "If
something sells for 75 cents,
they'll put in a dollar.
Sometimes I get calls for fruit
— they'll ask me to have some
oranges on a certain day. I
always try to oblige)*
But there are a few people
who don't pay. "A fella came
by in a van one time and stole
three bushels of oranges. I got
his tag number but 1 figured
he may have needed them,so I
forgot it.
"And one time I had a guy
take my bag full of oranges
and leave me a pen,• '," Jones
says.
But he adds, "I'll say 95
percent of the people are
honest."

intolerance in our units,
proselytization for memsegregated
bership
in
organizations
the
or
distribution of inflammatory
material, such behavior is
contrary to good. order and
discipline," he said.
In October 1972, a riot at sea
aboard the Pacific Fleetbased carrier USS Kitty Hawk
resulted in courts martial for
19 black crewmen. Forty-six
persons were injured in the
incident.
Two months later, the 1,1SS
Constellation put back into
port at San Diego to "beach"
130 disgruntled crewmen after
racially inspired incidents at
sea.
Only two Atlantic Fleet
ships, the Concord and an
unidentified Charleston, S.C.,
ship, are known to have KKK
members or sympathizers
aboard, the Norfolk VirginianPilot reported today.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Personal service contracts
still contain the greatest
potential for abuse in any
administration, according to
state Auditor George Atkins,
who has suggested ways to
alleviate the problem.
In a letter to the interim
joint appropriations and
revenue committee Tuesday,
the auditor said that no matter
how justified a contract may
be, "if the vendor is also a
contributor, there will be the
appearance of impropriety.'"
Atkins was an unsuccessful
Democratic candidate for
governor last spring who was
highly critical of Gov. Julian
Carroll's administration for
what he termed widespread
abuse of personal service
contracts.
Such pacts are awarded for
professional services without
competitive bidding and have
been criticized during this and
previous administrations as
vehicles for favortism and
patronage.
Atkins told the lawmakers
that while the appearance of
impropriety
cannot
be
completely removed, the
situation can be helped by
increasing competition among
vendors and documenting for
public record the reasons

particular ones are selected.
"Specificially, there remain
two major problems," he said.
-First, not all qualified
vendors are given the opportunity to do business with
the state. Second, it cannot be
determined under the current
system why specific vendors
are selected to the exclusion of
all others."
Atkins said competitive
negotiations should be used,
requiring agencies which
want professional services to
notify qualified vendors of the
state's intent to issue a contract.
"The notification procedure
would nvite qualified vendors

to submit written proposals to
the contracting agency," the
auditor
said.
"These
proposals would normally
include a detailed description
of the anticipated work, the
qualifications of the persons
who will actually be performing the work, examples of
any previous reports on
similar contracts and the
estimated price."
Then, Atkins said, the
agency would have the burden
of picking the best proposal
and explaining in writing why
it chose a specific vendor. He
said price would not have to be
the sole reason for the award,
but that the agency would

have to tell why the chosen
vendor did not submit the
lowest price.
The auditor said there
should be exceptions to the
competitive
negotiations
standard.
He said this might come
about in genuine emergencies
or if the services are available
from only a single source.
Atkins also suggested some
"threshold contract limit" —
such as 810,000 — below which
the regular procedures would
not be necessary.
Atkins already has made
other proposals for better
management of the state's
money.

He has called for the state
accounting
and
fiscal
reporting system to complN
with "generally accepted
accounting principles."
He has suggested setting up
an Office for Investmet and
Debt Management in. tii
Department of Finance.
He has proposed changin,;
the statutes to requir(
legislative approval of all
revenue bonds.
And he has called for in :proving the legislators' and
public's knowledge of how
much money is in the capital
construction fund, which is
used to build or improve state
facilities.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

Six 32-ounce resealable/returnable bottles that
give you big ounce for ounce savings.
The 6 Quart 6-Pak ..
Pepsi Colas biggest carton
gives you Pepsi-Cola's biggest
savings. Six 32-ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi-Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings. Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable

carton that give you the savings only quantity buying can.
And /he carry-back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund. Enjoy the
double value of the 6-Quart
6-Pak
the quality taste of
Pepsi Cola at quantity savings.

Celebrate Labor Day With A Bang
Come On Over
Walk In And Browse Around
Choose From Our HUGE Selection

SUPER SAVER COUPON
Bring This Coupon For

1

DISCOUNT

%
On All Powchasosill

SUPER SAVER COUPON

Cross Paris Landing Bridge, TN.
US 79E 1st Stop on Right

Opon 7 o.m.-10 p.m. Deily

90111ED BY PADUCAH it.. MING CO „PADUCAH,KY UNDER APPOVITMENT FROM Pepsi Co , INC , PURCHASE., N Y

r
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Perennial Student Gets Degree
By JACK KEEVER
Associated Press Writer
AUSTIN. Texas ( AP r —
With champagne fizzing in the
summer air, friends of Pedro
"Pete" Chapa Jr. toasted his
college graduation at a recent
backyard celebration.
In acquiring a bachelor's
degree from the University of
Texas, Chapa had brought to
its climax an educational
career that possibly should be
mentioned in the Guinness
Book of World Records.
It is noted in the record book
that George Goulty of
Guildford, Surrey, England,
was a student for 23 years
before submitting his thesis
for a doctorate, which was
Goulty's ninth degree.

1523 H B

Brand new, sleeps 5 adults, in the
water ready to go. An all season boat.

Chapa enrolled in the
university in January 1961
and, with the exception of a
1"2-year layoff, was an undergraduate student in search
of a single degree until
January 1979— 18 years.

WOULD YOU BUY
If this cruiser could be
had for only...

His graduation almost
coincided with his 40th birthday.
Hundreds of professors and
thousands of students over the
past two decades have known
Chapa, the bachelor son of a
weekly newspaper publisher
in Hebbronville in South
Texas.
His friends cannot imagine
the campus without him.

S 1900 Cr

Suoscribers hho nave not received their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p.m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5'.30 p.m.
and 6 p.m.. Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
The Murray ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
ane 8 a.m. to noon, Satu•

STEURY
De. WON.

Happy Holiday Travel,Inc.
%wet so 11•41.1b y Lao
••••

,« I

He had no phone and was
often gone, but there was an
over-sized bobby pin on the
screen
front
of
the
..Chapatorium" to hold
messages.
Although bedrock financing
is his "best-kept secret,"
Chapa has worked as a truck
driver, bartender, house
painter, electrician, rnailboy,
messenger, clerk, academic
researcher, bricklayer,
librarian and landscaper.
In pursuit of the -good life,"
Chapa has also borrowed
money, using his furniture as
collateral, to vacation in
Europe.
It is his academic career,
however, that has most
fascinated people. They could
never understand why he
remained an undergraduate
for so long.
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506 N. 12th Murray. Ky.
#Savings
Mrs. Overcharged

ACROSS
1 Classify
Vapid
1 61 Tell
13 Chirped
14 Above
15 Speckled
17 Scale note
18 Catch
Water

4 Obstruct
5 Short jacket
6 Sow
7 — Kennedy
8 Wire service
9 Citrus fruits
10 Redacts
12 Greenland
settlement
13 House —
PI
16 Cravats
19 Clamorous
21 Narrow footway
23 Skip over
25 Woody
growths
27 Goal
29 Everyone
31 Kite
13 Sponsor
34 Part of
OE0
36 Tease

2281 yrarmnt eyprhbed
22 Tessera
24 Chicken
25 Whips
26 Death rattle
28 Begins
30 Fork prong
32 Killed
33 Oar
eonael g
433057
Rational
SkIl

'
4
32
8 Siamese
currency
43 Trap
45 New Zealand parrot
46 Chaldean
city
47 Seesaws
49 MD
50 Concealed
52 Three-base

Job had more
patience than
your doctor.

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
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1:10013 IMMO
000000= 011
00000 000 000
00 000 000 On
MOO 0100 0000E1
00 000c0000
00000 0000
000 00 00000I0
000 0000 000E1
TOO 0000 0000
37 Gravy
39 Waste allow
ance
41 Challenges
43 Withered
44 Trans

gresses
47 Asian hot,day
48 Use a straw
51 Slate Abbr
53 Greek letter
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a
a
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4114iii
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lU" ill "lii
54 Growing our
id
II id
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55 Secret
4111
134 j‘
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Wagents
hit

He probably had more patience
than any man in history. Learn why

D
1
Swine
sound
2 Mend
s nick 3"
naam
ne

after school at the First Christian
Church After School Bible Club. Gall
753-3824.
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alUI- aiiUI
III
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4131
111
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Dietz by tJnited F.aturr Syndicate. Inc.

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Olympic Plaza

~Az:

MAR 058 TOPPER
SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN

nlift4gitt

Dove Season Opens Sept. 1st

WINCIWTEltAiGrotn,

Choice
12-16-20 or
.410 Gauge

_ Reg $54.95

010,

Shell
ale

Ends

,„,,,,, 11 8Slief.414

Sale $4495

Phone 753

f

U.
DOVEtWm.

Dove
Special

ii...,1
Gun Shells

Dr. Good Health

Take a trip to dyron's Discount Pharmacy ithat s oil it will
take to determine our ,ow every day $aymigs) onC
return as needed to obtain your health arid beauty needs

1

2!! ,ind Now

12-16-20 Ga.
We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Compensation

KODAK EXTRA I
Camera Outfit
Reg. 23.95

Good At Uncle Jeff's
& Byrons

Share
A
Smile
With
Ambassador
Cards

Instant savings!

We con
easily
transfer
your refill
perscription
to Byron's
nr Uncle
Jeff's
For Lowest
Prices

Open
9-9
Mon.-Sot.
and
1-6
Sundays

VI
C
e((t 4itt

re
l.°
00
.

01

DOVE SEASON OPENS SATURDAY

Made in U.S.A.

BYRON'S

"I really didn't think I was
qualified to do anything else,"
he said.
He delayed taking physics,a
freshman course, until the last
semester but made an A.
"I could walk from a course
either really knowing a lot or
knowing a lot about a
professor and feeling he didn't
know anything," said Chapa.
"I always developed a rapport
(with professors?. What I
really did mostly was question
them and challenge them."
Chapa's friends — envious
of his lifestyle of seemingly
few worries — have kidded
him for years about -getting a
degree and going to work."
"I'm thinking," he said, the
laughter building to a roar,
"of going to graduate
school..."

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Brand new full canvas enclosure, 150
h.p., big block V-6 Evinrude, ski, camp
or cruise. We have other all season
cruisers to choose from.

IS*
mow %minims

One student was so impressed with the Chapa story
that he made a film hailing
him as the "spirit of Austin."
In the film, Chapa did what he
does best — talk about life.
Chaps, a bilingual MexicanAmerican,
tried
four
scholastic majors — journalism, English, Spanish, and
radio-television-film — before
graduating in American
Studies,
an
academic
program started by his good
friend, William Goetzmann, a
Pulitzer Prize winner in
history.
His academic career began
as a 21-year-old freshman,
after he had served during the
Berlin crisis and been
discharged as a Spec. 4 from
the Army. He was smart
enough to get credit for 14
hours of Spanish as a result of
pre-enrollment testing, but
partied so much he flunked out
of school his second semester
with all F's.
Parties, in fact, are a large
part of the Chapa legend.
He attends an average of
eight parties a week, often
addressing every person by.
name, and invitations to his
own "galas" are so highly
sought that some students
crash them.
A
1978
party
commemorating the sale of the
century-old stone house Chapa
had lived in for 14 years attracted 600 persons. With
bread-and-fish
miracles.
C-7hapa served food and drink
until dawn.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

KODAK
EXTRALITE 10
Reg. 39.96

$2777
limit 1
Good At Uncle „Jeff's & Byrom

Prices Good Thru Thurs., Sept.616
REERIERIESIEME

Does I Quail
Load
Limit 10 Boxes Per Family
ItWeingtfor

Sale
$
2
9 lox

BEAR POUR LTD

CUY TARGETS

,
4.0.0

Scientifically manufactured to rigid
specifications, each target is balanced
and uniform in weight. They are brittle
and are easily broken by the shot
pellets without being too fragile for
easy handling. 135 per case.

Sale

SaPe

Six Adjustable Peak Weight Settings
Six position adjustable peak weight settings
permits a range of 25 pounds. Bow stays in tune
throughout entire weight adjustment sequence.
Black color Bearglas and hardrock maple
laminated limbs, "silver vein" colored lightweight handle. Standard equipment includes:
Bear universal sight stage, Bear limb base pivot
assembly, lightweight suspension system,
Weatherest and Converts-accessory insert.
Sale

919"
50% let-off
44 in, long
over
pull

$099

Watch Type

COMPASS
LI. Style

Luminescent letters and pointer. Nickel plated
case with hinged lid.
Model 41-08
Reg. $3.95

YASCO TELESCOPIC SIGHTS
SCOPES FOR .72'S

$189

czizett

Sale

U

ea

STORM WIGGLE WART

Model 83011 Zoom Utility
A worn action sc(ip,
with a TV-type image adds to the shooting fun for the
target marksman or
imall game hunter. Fully coated II lens optical system
With Opti-centered 30/30 range finding reticle,
minute click stops. Anodized
and fogproof.
Attached ring mounts fit all .22 cal. and air rifles with grooved
receivers.Raze filter
ceps.
3

/ Power, 20 mm Obloetive Lens
e.g. $21.115
Sale

1"
3

FREE MOUNTING WITH PURCHASE

IDEAL TROLLING OR CASTING LURE.
Many limit stringers of gauger and bass have been caught
on this lure in
Kentucky and Barkley Lake.

Sale $1 11?
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By ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
BLACKSBURG, Va. I APIAt a coal industry meeting
that brings mine owners and
miners together, the chairman of one coal company has
predicted a merger of
management and labor interests.
F B. Leisenring, chairman

3
300
1013

& TIMES,Thursday, August 30, 1070

of Westmoreland Coal Co. of
Philadelphia, said Wednesday
the heightened atmosphere of
cooperation will produce an
era free of labor strife in an
industry long plagued by
bitter strikes.
He pointed to the safety
section of the 1978 contract
between the United Mine
Workers and the Bituminous

Coal Operations Association,
which ended a four-month
walkout.
The article allows miners to
remove themselves from
unsafe working conditions and
establishes a special method
of
..handling
safety
grievenaces, Leisenring said
at the banquet of the 10th
annual Institute on Coal

Murray Home
& Auton

q-Uig7/2
Phone
753-2511

Street
rray, Ky.

Mining Safety, Health and
Research at Virginia Tech.
Leisenring was taken ill
when he was flying to
W8S
Blacksburg
and
hospitalized briefly after he
landed.
Although hospital officials
at first feared he had suffered
a stroke, he was soon released
and gave his speech as

Take
Advantage of

Murray Home
& Auto's
Bridal
Re ist

scheduled.
"When miners believe and
recognize that their employer
wants all of them to have long,
healthy, injury-free careers,
then the day that we can
achieve that goal will be very
much closer," he said.

of the union's safety actions
are for the purpose of accident
prevention rather than confrontation for confrontation's
sake, we will be moving more
quickly towards safer miner."
Leisenring said Westmoreland tries to stop
"Similarly,
when problems before they become
management believes that all so serious they lead to wildcat
strikes.
"Continued wildcat strkes
at UMW mines would mean
that new mines would be nonunion or other union. For the
coal industry the confrontation would mean further

2. Notice
WANT Alb
CLASSIFKAT1ONS

"I'LL PAY YOU
TO TAKE
BETTER CARE
OF YOUR
CARPETS!"

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
on the date you specify you
must adhere to the following
deadlines. An ad must be called or brought in by 12 noon
the day before in order to appear in the next days paper,
with the exception of ads to
start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by
10 AM on Saturday.
To have an ad cancelled
before publication you will
need to contact us by 8 AM
that morning in order for it not,
to appear in that days edtion.

steam cleaning will keep your
carpets looking better Lasting
longer So come in now during

RINSENVAC Carpet Cleaning
Month.and save with our
special low rates And I II
send you a Coupon good tor
a tree rental later

RENT RINSENVAC
NOW FOR

25-1N.
BRIGHT
ST1K
Quick, fluorescent lightfor under cabinets, in
workshop With switch.
F8S25.rWX
6-ft cord

Heavy-Duty Staple Gun

SECURITY
PADLOCK

Orvis staples qui, 1,1,, and t41 :ently with simple, one
hand lever operation Install insulation, upholster your
furniture, repair screened wiodows and complete many
more indoor and outdoor proiectS
-CYriiiet-five staple sizes
including Locktile Built-in staple remover
P 800

RETAIL $2.29
OUR REG.$1.99

1..

NO 500-0

Short of cash/ Just use your Master Charge or
Visa card at participating True Value Hardware Stores and Home Centers

loss of markets based on the
•'The belief that coal is dirty
charge of unreliable source of is one of the road L cks to the
supply," he said.
increased consumption of coal
UMW President Arnold needed to spur the U.S. along
Miller, in his speech in the the path to energy inconference Tuesday, also dependence," he said.
say that environmental
predicted
better
labor
improveme
nt is essential but
relations in the coal industry.
He said the next contract that environmental punt)
means economic suicide."
could be negotiated without a
strike.
In the sea, living forms
Having made some peace which are too small to direct
with labor, Leisenring blasted their own movement are
the environmentalists for considered plankton while
erecting blockades to coal nekton are those strong
productiow
enough iate and swim.

Economical latex caulk
With excellent exterior
durability Water cleanup.
11 -oz. cartridge
86

8-1NCH
BENCH
SPIN
Cuts 2 1f16 in at 90,' I% in. at 45" Self-aligning rip
fence, tilting arbor for miter cutting. Up-front controls. blade-, table insert.
9.5-amp motor.
31205

Bible study each evening or any
time by phone Free Store for
the needy all donations appreciated Bible Facts, 7594600

listed here is a reedy
reference Mat will quickly help
you lento to skusifteettort row
ors Wide,hr.
1. legel Notice
2. Notice
3. Cord of Thalia
4.1. Alereery
S. Lost end Feud
6. NM. Wonted
1. &melee Waited
10. Mrs. Opportunity
11. listrectiees
12. Assereopee
13. for Sok or Trot*
14. West Ti Ivy
15. Articles for Selo
16. Neese furnishings
17. Venom Clearers
IS. Sowing Medium
11. Form Eipipinat
20. Sports loyiparoat
21. Memersteets
22. Merkel
23. Extenuated*
24. Miscoleenes
25. teams* Services
26. TY-Resfse
27. Aloe& those Saes
25. AMA. Nowa Ryes
21. Nooding-Cookee
30. losiesiss Roortel
31. Wont To Rost
32. Apts. For Root
33. Remus ter Out
14. /looses For Root
35. forms for Rost
36. For teat Or Loose
37. livestock -Strophes
Pets-Seppries
31. Pooltry-Seppires
40. Praline
41. Palk Solo
42. Neese loins
43. Reel Estate
44. Loh For Soo
45. Fensu Fee Soh
46. Moms For Solo
47. Motorcycles
40. Aide. Services
41. Used Cars
541. Used Trysts
51. Csiervers
52. Boots end Meters
53. Services Offered
S4. for Trak
SS. Food Aird Sop,
54. Free Came
57. Wonted

TAPP
COAL
COMPANY
MURRAY
YARD
1 mile south Highway
121

753-2287
Lump Stoker and Egg
Coal

Delivery
Service
by the bushel, bog ton
or truck load

Pat Hackett

It's A

Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
1Spet ialt At

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

MOLE CALL
Neer tepe "Looking to
J•,'' 751-4444 Sr
Cidldree's Story sheet Uses,
751-4445.

SEMI TRUCKLOAD SALE
INDUSTRIAL TOOLS
8, MACHINERY
AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES...

Such Names As:
Chicago Pneumatic, Rockwell, Rodac, Din
Select, let & Ingersoll Rand
'4" DRIVE AIR
Quiet-running. Manually
reversible-to exhaust hot
air. 5223

Retail $7.48

4"

GAL.
$24.115-I Gal. Pail
No. M9
Rolls on quickly with longhandled paint roller. Covers
up to 300 sq. ft./gal. Dries
in just 2 hours All this plus
soapy water cleanup

INSULATE
NOW!
AND SAVE ON
YOUR UTILITY
BILLS!

'VI 4

CILUEMATIC

Glues metal, ceramic, plastic, rubber, morel
Non-clog tip puts glue precisely where you
want It. In .0741 oz. dispenser. 06/GM-1

.Super Cast -make permanent repairs in seConds1
1 drop holds up to 5.000

ibs 3 qms 06/SUP-1

---- PLUS YOU CAN
CLAIM 15% OFF
THE COST OF YOUR INSULATION,
STORM DOORS,ETC. AS A
CREDIT TGARDIOUR INCOME TAXES

IMPACT WRENCHES
BLACK ELECTRIC TAPE
(60' roll - 10 rolls)
1 TON POWER PULLS
6" SWIVEL BASE
INDUSTRIAL VISES
INDUSTRIAL DR1U. PRESS
(With Motor)
1" DRIVE IMPACT
WRENCHES
200 AMP D.C.
WELDER 16 H.P.
/
1
2"H. P. BENCH GRINDER
(OSHA Approved)
/
3
4"DRIVE
SOCKET SET

17 11

Plus Band Saws, all types ol Metal Lathes, Milling
.
Machines, Drill Presses, Air Compressors, Drill Bits, -pill
Socket Sets to 1" Drive ftc. . . Over 1500 Items in
Stock!!

. August
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. Help Wanted

19. Farm Equipment

37178fint To Rent

41. Public Sale

'te
43._Real Esta

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Excellent location gives this 6
sale at William's Body
Ainley Auction I
acre tract good potential for
2 bedroom, 1 bath,
new
Brand
children need Garage
2
with
Couple
Realty Sales
Shop, Industrail Road Open
of 9th 1
highway business. Has 4
apartment with stove and every Friday and Saturday New built-in appliances, city water
co,'taw..
and
Lich.%
Sy,Jilkqe
storage
buildings and a good 3
Call
Call
lot
size
and sewer, nice
20. Sports Equipment refrigerator. References_
items every week.
bedroom frame home Priced
Doberman name is
Photo Copy
753-4451
&
Thurman
Purdom
Model 12 Winchester Call 437- 753-5418
to sell in the low $30's Call
Reward 153547€.
10. Bus. Opportunity 4198
Garage sale. 1506 Chaucer, Fri- For sale cleanup and body
Machine
Rent
For
Apts.
32.
Guy Spann Realty 753-7724
1202
Household
day and Saturday
Jewels by Park Lane now hi,shop, Stadium View Drive. Call
Sales & Service
lake,
Kentucky
bicycle,
clothing,
Musical
22.
toys.
on
home
items
s
bath
3
Apartment
bedroom.
Winted
and
Three
Murray
in
Help6.
mg manager s
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451_
TWIN LAKES
bedroom, furnished. needlepoint canvas, furniture.
den with fireplace. fenced in
Fisherman torray surrounding areas No invest- Clarinet only a year old $130 one or two
l
Commercia
included
Garden Courtyard! Creative yard. city school district. Call
TS
OFFICE PRODUC
utilities
forth.
so
and
ed,
unfurnish
753-0957
Cali
or
ment
weather
Phone 753-9345 753-9796
year round no fair
ng and imaginative Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
1530123
Call 362-8015.
Extra income plus an ideal
Garage sale. Take 94 East, turn landscapi
men please- Watson s Flo Own your own retail apparel For sale 6 string Alvarez Artist
have made this charplanning
home can be yours with a pur280,
to
on
Market
Y
bedroom
East
at
Whitnelli
505
off
to
2
Welcome
rent,
for
Park
Duplex
Market 759-1208
No open' North Hills
shop Offer the latest in leans. guitar, pearl inlaid neck $400,
ming 4 bedroom, VI bath
chase of this 4 bedroom brick
turn.
after
left
on
the
like
house
you'll
second
over
5
on
Come
Call 153-92408 until
'nature Golf Hours 1 pm til Delicatessen worker Apply in denims and sportswear. Call 753-7490
home with central heat and
Saturday home completely unique' Plus convenient location .Neat the
Rain or shine
inQM 7 days a week 3 miles
air Has 2 bedroom apartment
lots of extra features. Call 753only at Owen Food $14.850 includes beginning
person
StanGibson
For
sale
Lespaul
branch
104
1st
banks
r
center,
shopping
.
Septembe
apartment
Efficiency
ghway 641
training.
an lower level and also 2
1492 for your private showMarket. 1407 W Main before ventory fixtures, and
-dard, 2 months old. phone Williams. May be seen after
and
rnobtle home hookups See
Saturday only, September 1st, ing...Offered by Loretta Jobs groceries 3 bedroom brick in
Open in as little as 2 weeks
10 am
753-5865. days
wood home large fireplace
4.30 pm.
this property
9 til 3, rain or shine, 2 party Realtors.
anywhere in the U S.A. Also inHove on old photo we
nving room Call 753-1492 for
Full time babysitter needed for fants and childrens shop.) Call Signet trumpet all accessories For rent: furnished apartment carport sale' 1709 College
more information _Offered by
can copy?
two small children If in- Sue, toll free 1-800-874-4520
included See at 805 Vine in New Concord $80 a month Farm Road Garden tools, hair
after
or
lobs Realtors.
Loretta
753-0839
call
terested
Street or call 753-5110
dryers, chairs stools, vacuum
CARTER STUDIO
Call 436-2427
11. Instructions
6 pm 753-5287
curtains,
mower,
lawn
cleaner,
753-8298
Studio Used console stereo $35 Com- New duplex apartment for
Purdom & Thurman
Help wanted Delivery person - lyndta Cochran Dance gym- ponent sets $75 Also 19 inch rent, located behind AMC bedspreads. clothing, window
and
dance
for
n
registratio
more
and
fan
net Apply in person Wiggins
Insurance & Real Estate
color t v and one year old con- dealer on 641 Call 753-7476
INSURANCE
nastics Call 753-4647
,;rniture
Squo,r
sole piano Clayton s-1 & B or 753-2437
Souo,s p Co
Yard sale, Thursday and Friday,
& REAL ESTATE
will
instructor
piano
Kentucky
6th
Private
North
Murray,
753-7575
312
Music.
pm,
5
8 am til
Quality
Law office opportunity Re753-3163 ANYTIME
USE SIMPLE
Clothing, nic-nacs, etc Incase
1
753-445
quires office experience short give private piano lessons 23. Exterminating
392N 12th St
SIGNS
B.S.
ARITHMETIC
FOR RENT
of rain will be held following
hand or speed writing skills. beginning in September.
Add location; add
exweek
Since 1951
typing skills some bookkeep- degree in music and 6 years
Nice apartment for 3
space; add price;
of office perience in private teaching
knowledge
some
ing.
toys.
used
boys.
Yard sale New and
•
0
college girls or
Come On By or
children.
results: a good buy.
machines and a desire to learn Will teach adults and
tools, glassware, some antiJust off 16th close to
recently
This
753-6090.
Call
Saturday, September 1 at 10 a.m. from Murray
Call 753-3315
Need' not apply without above
and
31
August
Friday.
ques.
college.
3
rated
redeco
94 East to Hwy. 2110 (Pottertown Rd.) then
Hwy.
take
from
Resume to P 0 Box 32G. Mur1st
Saturday, September
12. Insurance
Phone
bedroom home has
ray KY
follow 250 to Panorama Shores, take second street on
8 til 5 1517 Cardinal Drive
just been listed
753-5865 Days,
left (Foirlane) at sign, go to end of street to Mrs.
L P.N. to work full time in docEstate
Real
43.
3. Card of Thanks
Kopperud
through
Elaine Bond home.
after 6
08
753-51
tor's office Position requires
Realty. Besides being
We would like to thank working with small children
Will sell: '71 Chevy 12 dr., good body St
p.m.
a very neat, well kept
everyone for all the kind and adults and learning to perNeed lots of room?
mechanically l, new king size Mediterranean
exis
a
metal
there
and
home,
thoughts and deeds,
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
form basic lab test. Experience
bedroom suit, mattress Se springs, 2 velvet covered
Pb... 753 1114
outside • storage
pressions of sympathy and love preferred but not required.
One and two bedroc-- apartbath home with living
silver tea service, twin bedroom suit,
chairs,
building, and fenced
ments for rent One block from
during the illness and death of Send resume to P 0 Box 32 1,
room, fireplace and
dresser, child's elec. organ, 19 in. portable Zenith
or
aneous
D
753-2649
Miscell
24.
University. Cali
backyard. Don't miss
our beloved mother Emmie
Murray KY 42071
den. There's also a 30 x
color St 14 in. B/W TVs, portable singer sewing
IIIMINF411111
Weatherford Special thanks to
this one. 30's. Phone
Acid for cleaning 753-5791.
Layers!
work
block
Brick
50
concrete
machine, couch, dining table & 6 chairs, large
above
help.
The Class
Dr Hugh Houston for his Male production
Kopperud Realty, 753, brick. 1 gallon $2: 10 gallons Two bedroom unfurnished,
sewing box, 10 x 10 brown carpet, 20 in. & 22 in.,
shop and it's all
place
permanant
old
years
30
tender concern and care during
1222 for all your real
of '98
or more $1.75. 753-6041.
mowers I 1 new I large lot 2 x 4 and other lumber.
apon
garage apartment North 12th.
situated
perher long illness and to Mr and in mixing room Apply 'n
▪ sto• to ,nckales tss troung
needs.
estate
Carnival water set, punch set, metal cabinet, 2
It
3
acres.
ely
753-2635
Call
proximat
VW
1835
Company.
Dune Buggy with
. mow boom.. Pt.P•••.G.
Mrs Beaman and staff of the son Kentucky Candy
globes, cannister sets ( new), pictures &
the /0,11.01 to start butidtnit
world
could be used in a
engine, good condition. Call 33. Rooms for Rent
Almb
,,stis be hes oductotton
Westview Nursing Horne
Antique pedestal fern stand, crock jar,
plaques.
ostrIt • G014111. Netowth
•
ways.
of
.
variety
IotaGood
New listings.
489-2570.
,s.,osd by WA Lb
•
Special thanks also to Need babysitter for toddlers in
block from
rent
for
50's, kerosene lamp, porch swing, oval
from
Rooms
records
Cortbeno
Insurance
Asking $58,500.
tion_Building with 18x30
Brother Arlie Larimer. Alfred my home. 730 til 11 .30 am, 3
To settle estate. Man's 1L. University, furnished has intercookware & miscellaneous other
dishes,
mirror,
We','.. 1.01 the .shield
shop overhead door loading
Stone, and Rev. Floyd Parker
karat diamond solitaire, white national atm .:sonere 759or 4 days per week. 753-9963.
items.
for 1 ou
H
SMIT
JOHN
for
offices
dock and space
The family of Emmie D
gold mounting, Jeweler's 1064.
Sale will be held inside in case of rain.
INEI•
Service Station attendant, part
Total. of approximately 1600
If
interested
Weatherford.
$3,000.
estimate
Ie.
Eats & drinks available, not responsible for acDory
•
Rent
time. 1 til 6. Monday through
ior
city
of
outside
Houses
shop
34.
ft...Also
sq
210E. Siam
write P.0 Box 32 K.
for information call
cidents
We will never be satisfied un- Friday Apply in person. Kenel Sinn
MU
acre
1
tely
753-0489
limits on approxima
For rent 3 becIpom house in
til we have personally thanked tucky Lake Oil Co . 753-1323.
adio
AUCTIONEERS
26.IN-R
with gas heat Reasonably pintcountry. $225 or month plus
every one who has prayed. comVy
..Offerea
753-1492.
Dial
ed
Cabinets damaged in transit. 2 deposit. Call 240-6179.
641 Super Shell is now taking 13. For Sale or Trade
Bob (Frosty) Miller
Terry Shoemaker
forted, and been so deeply conLoretta Jobs Realtors.
applications for full time and Gardner-Denver 2 stage air t.v.s and one stereo. Works
2
bedroom.
4
492-8594
c6
in
rent:
cerned for us during the time
For
436-5327
753-7411
part time help. Apply in person compressor. model 1001, 125 perfect with warranty. Selling
Residential building lots
lot,
Double
hc,.A
when our wife and mother.
frame
ClOCk
bath
iHE
ARouNo
discount. Clayton's-1 &
516 South 12th Street.
Westwood Subdivision, city
CFM, 15 hp electric, will take at large
Mrs Joyce Smotherman, was
garden space S:75 per month.
B Music Dixieland Center
and sewer Priced from
water
Call
red.
.eQui
ill. and passed away August 23. Wanted person experienced in smaller unit in trade. 753$100 deposit
to $5000. Call Purdom
view
$3,900
lake
t.v.
color
,
inch
work.
25
d
Repossese
7400
Choice Waterfront
1979.
auto painting and body
753-5561.
tracts near lake & Thurman 753-4451.
acre
Take up monthly payment. War\
small
a_nd
Thank you all, and may our Apply at *McKeel Equipment 14. Want To Buy
one be: :om furnished
ranty. 1 & B Music. 753-7575, Small
Hamlin. KY about 10 miles
Company. 503 Walnut Street.
Lord bless you.
at
person
one
house, ideal
Wedding bands, $5: class and
011ie Smotherman and Children Murray: KY See Dan McKee!.
CB antenna, $100 per m.-'b Call 753- east of Murray All have good
fraternity rings. $10 for ladies, Stack 3 Mosbey's
building sites. This property
Wanted: women to do altera- $15 for mens. Prompt pay- can talk to Canada and Mexico. 6913.
5. Lost and Found
be purchased with a low
can
492$15
now
no
person,
$150.
New
in
Apply
ment. Mail to Carl Wallace.
2 3edroom brick -down payment and the balance
Lost on Highway 94 scaffol tions.
ed
Unfurnish
Murray
Rt.4, Box 2501C. Benton. KY 8834
oieces and chain saw. between phone calls please,
with garage $200 753 6609
financed' at less than bank
St., MurWanted' 100 used t.v.s b-w or
Murray and Fulton. Reward of- Tailor Shop, 418 Main
42025
rates We also have several lake
ray.
Will.give $50. $100. or 36. For Rent Or Lease
fered! Call 472-9098
area tomes for sale John C.
Wanted to buy: standing color.
on trade in for a
E OFFER
Neubauer, Realtor. 1111
timber, top prices paid. 4.89- up to $200
Mini
touch tune tv. Bring
Magnavox
Who sex you can't find
Sycamore Street. Murray. 753
2334.
it in at Clayton's-1 & B Music.
Warehouse
a bargain anymore?
0101 or 753-7531.
Need lots of room! Here's a 5 bedroo‘m 2 bath
15. Articles For Sale
Dixieland Center. Murray. KY.
buyer
ng
discerni
The
home with living room, fireplace and den.
Storage Space
mirrors framed and Yamaha 30 watts per channel
the inbed,
te
Maple
apprecia
o
will
af
can't
There's also a 30 x 50 concrete block work shop
you
Think
ing
For Rent
The city of Murray, Ky. is accept
coununframed. and pictures. May receiver. 2 years old Call 753this
from
s
come
Upstair
and it's all situated on approximately 3 acres. It
to buy?
753-4758
bids on chain link fencing for the cen- be seen at 1663 Ryan Avenue 4963
try store which grosscould be used in a variety of ways. Reduced to
apartment can be
ed $58,000 in 1978.
855,000.
rented to help make
tral garage on Andrus Drive. Specifica- from 9 am til 6 pm.
27. Mobile Home Sales
of room for exrs
Plenty
downstai
s,
glass showcases and one 5
payment
Two
tions may be obtained at the city shelve counter display case, Approximately 3.4 acre lot with
pansion. Can add a
Office Space For
has 2 bedrooms, living
1963 Dupe mobile home.
of feed, seed or
,
line
fireplace
with
clerk's office Fifth and Poplar. Bids will $85 each. Call 474-8897 or 10x50.
room
Rent. Call 753Both for $3.000 753.
r. Has gas
474-2774
and
fertilize
room
dining
8127
be accepted until 1:30 Thursday afterpumps. Only store in
kitchen, fenced back
ings 1975 Double wide on 2 acre 7618 after 5:00
Furnish
Home
16.
64r'
n:
noon, Au•ust 30, 1979.
area. Prosperous comyard is ideal for
Baby Bed an. ..attress ex- lot, central air, well and large
'
a
this
to
111
Add
munity.
pets.
111/
children and
$25 Call garage. located in Kirksey.
t
cellen
12x65 mobile home"
Asking 840,000, 1316
753-7 iv • ween 4 p.m. and Price reduced. Call 489-2248
se
Warehou
with central heat and
Poplar.
8 p.m
after 5 pm.
Storage
you have living
course in Oaks Estates is an ideal
golf
the
On
JOHN SMITH
Duncan Phyfe buffet. • 3 Double wide trailer. 24x54. 3
quarters. Priced in the
Space
golfer. Here's a sharp 3 bedroom
the
for
location
bedroom suites, one with bedrooms and 2 baths. 2 acres
$30's for the package.
Rest
For
to please you. Well landscaped
designed
end
house
and
beds
Canopy. twin
of land. 24x24 shop and other !deo'ring *house full of
Owner wants an offer.
heat and air with fireplace,
Central
lot.
acre
one
tables. Call 753-8615
out buildings, good well Call furn,..re cors: antiques
ZE catty
Phone Kopperud Realfor a practice swing and
call
too. Just give us a
OF /HOMES/
overflows, etc
Ftr sale: 3 piece bedroom 753-0714.
business
ty 753-1222. We make
. Low $60,000's.
property
the
of
n
inspectio
an
Downtown Business Property CORNER LOT
suite. Paul Bunyun style, 6 For sale: 1969 mobile home, Phone 753.7618 after 5.00
buying and selling
pro
months old. $1100 or assume 12 X 58. 2 bedroom, lots of exReal Estate easy for
753-7411
payments. Call 753-4919 after tras. Call 492-8325 after 5 pm.
you.
k
Investock-Supplies ARCA \I/ I111 (10(
6 pm.
1978 Mobile home. 12x52. 2
Compiete horse-shoeing serFrench Provincial style chair bedroom. 753-4006.
Three bedroom cedar cabin,
vice Cali Bill at 761-2607.
A large family's delight' 4 Panorama Shores. with
and table. Call Jackie Stub1973 Mobile home, 12x65, unblefield, 753-5762
tack. After 5 bedroom, living room, dining Franklin fireplace Call Purdom
furnished, all gas. $5000. Call Quarter horse and
room, family room, and large & Thurman 753-4451..
354-8995.
cal
Pm
For sale Roll-away bed, like 489-2498.
game room and walk-out basenew. Call 753-3102
Three bedroom, living room,
upplies
ment Located in Canterbury
1971 Mobile home 12x60 par- 3-8:Pets-S
den with
German oval • dining table. 84 tially furnished or unfurnished, Black and silver German Reduced to upper $70's. Call seperate dining room,with all
kitchen
fireplace.
4
chairs,
inches long. 2 captain
Just a small home. . . 10 acres, 3 ponds, stock
electric baseboard heat or gas Shepherd puppies. full blood- Guy Spann Realty 753-7724.
built-ins, in county Call Purstraight chairs, velvet covered. heat, good condition, newly ed $25 each Call 435-4481
barn, fenced. 3 bedrooms and bath. Central heat
753-4451.
Thurman
&
dom
759-1757.
Phone
$500
and air. Not 840,000 or even $30,000. Only 822,400.
carpeted Call North Graves Doberman puppies. AKC, 35
'U• 111111c71.14/AKINA
623-88397
number
County
set,
New electric stove. kitchen
champ ons in 5 generations.
couch and chair, end tables 12x65 Three bedroom trailer. $100 Call 489-2379 or 489and coffee table. 436-2743.
bath and a half, $4100. Call 2245 after 5 pm
lklau
a
300 Main Street
couch, ex- 753-7442.
velvet
foot
Seven
males.
ORS
2
BOYD-MAJ
One
year
y
1
tt
old
Murray, Kentuck
cellent condition $75 Velvet Vindale double-wide house
female
REAL ESTATE
753-1222
(Formerly occupied by Wallis Grocery
recliner, like new, $45 Call type construction. 2 baths,
753 8080
.1
753-8598.
storm windows, central heat
OWNERS:
Pr.,f•
Apples Yellow
4'P
Twin beds with new mat- and air New, must sell. owner For
EVERYBODY'S
Vo ith 1 H. I
Johnothan. and
Margaret Overbey Lumsden
rlic
Call
d
615-232transferre
753-0996.
Call
tresses.
Living
Easy
DREAM
per
$5
others 1.,rades apples
6801. Must be relocated.
and
County living with city
yourper
ng
$3
pamperi
Start
Will sell good used furniture
seconds
bushel sound
Betty Overbey Male
convenience in this 4
self with a Conand appliances The Odd Shop 12 X 60 Mobile home. 2 bosh& Also sweet cider Stay
-dryer,
new
washer
bedroom,
and
bedroom, 2 bath brick
sell,
buy,
Open for inspection by appointment only
642-8250 We
dominium. No more
of bushels to
hundreds
with
us
carpet, fully furnished, gas
on two acres at
•
home
orders.
home
work,
Phone (502) 753-1292 and leave request. Your call
trade
lawn
confirm
yep
cb
to
u
4go_i t' allw Orchards.
heat. Located'in Fox Meadows
of Murray.
edge
the
of
plenty
will be returned.
upkeep, just
Tucker
Wicker furniture for sale Love
753-0364 or /53-3455 489-2467
You're looking up from the lake to the deck o• f
This home has modern
leisure time. For only
Owners have the right to reject any and seat. 2 matching chairs and Call
jiiii
after 5 pm.
waterfront home located in Pine Bluff.
this
central
es,
applianc
coffee table. $285 Has never
$11,000. You may buy a
all bids
.
is selling all appliances too. Central elecSaturday
Owner
air,
sale,
central
Carport
gas heat,
from 28. Mob. NomiteiCts
in a 4
Owners will pay the 1979 ad valorem been used Call 753-3934
til 4 pm, nice apartment
and air and fireplace. Also has garage
heat
am
s
tric
8
carpet
1,
new
September
or
Line,
Bus
730-530. Brooks
Mobile home lots for rent in
unit condominum, all
of huge
Lots
in addition to boat dock. ONLY 839,900.
taxes in full on this property.
shop,
and
ta
P
e
crkla_ne.
Family
ut.
througho
753-0537 after 6 pm
included.
Apple Valley, 3 miles south of
e
furnitur
s,
bedspread
by
of
$1000
clothes,
plants
An earnest money deposit
room with fireplace
Located in Keniana
Zenith stereo console: hide-a- Murray on 641. Call 753-0364 pictures shoes, blue leans,
JOHN SMITH,REALTOR
opens onto large redeither cashier or certified check must ac- bed couch, rocker recliner and or 753-3455 after 5 pm
approximately
Shores
coats.
by
shaded
deck
wood
bid.
company each
300'to boat ramp.
wall hugger recliner, all in ex- Two bedroom, central air consale Fireplace'
oak tree. Add to all
For information and bid form contact cellent condition Call 753- ditioning. gas heat, fully Four Parly yard
mirtools.
blower,
a full basement
this
screen
RIght$
and
$Priced
5251 or 753-6686.
carpeted. walking distance of
attorney:
ror, clothing, toys, high chair, Only $19,400.- will put
featuring recreation
University.
753-5209
the
19. Farm Equipment
and miscellaneous. 104 you in this 3 BR., neat
room with fireplace
George E. Overbey, Sr.
7
backhoe 580-B Two bedroom, water and gar- Williams Avenue, Saturday,
and 2 bedroom apartCase
1974
corlarge
a
on
home
Building
Overbey
ment presently rented
'1967 Chevrolet gravel truck bage pickup furnished, all elec- am til 2 Om.
ner lot. Economical
tric, one mile from city limits
194 Main
$200 per month.
Call 376-2768 after 5 pm
for
d,
Sept.
carpete
heat,
641 North across from Boston Tea Party
No pets Phone 753-5405 after Garage Sale Saturday Lawn gas
Murray, Ky. 42071
Priced at $67,000.
upstairs
large
Four row corn saver for narrow 6 pm
1st, 1611 Belmont
Phone 753-7411 Around the Clock
lug- bedroom. A good inPhone 753-1222, Kop(502)753-1292
row. header. Call after 5•30 pm.
edcrerenaysm freezer,
OR CALL
e
Heating
for
29.
Sycamor
on
t
perud Realty
382-2294.
-Cooling_ gage osethreerrgaol size 12 white vestmen
WIN 011141 '',44.1.44
bbl /.4 4111 567h
)i
h• sem to Geerpe I. Ovectea, St. et Hoe sieve said ad
e
lid
today.
complet
this
-see
s,
coulteou
34
ton
r,
pantsuits
uniform
central
•14)% 'GI P.:6
11)11.
Farmall Cub belly mower, Air conditione
.P1111P111 ,5168,44
`,.
b
been mod muff H reelliVed 11•1 WM" Man S p.m. CDT Toseteaslaw 21,
and
la
Service.
lso
Real Estate
plow, disc, cultivator mower. unit. Cools and heats 753- cmooawtser.children's ucy
47
1979
many
good buys.
3511119.
drill $1800 firm. 498-8234.

2.*Mice

5. Lost and Found

and Taking appilLations for cooks
it Apply !r1 person Triangle Inn
B' to So 12fil Street

Grader blade for 11 hp garden
tractor Call 753-3209

WILSON

AUCTION

Kelley's Tennit

& Pest Control

WE BRING PEOPLE HOME

NOTICE

e

FOR SALE
BY
SEALED BIDS
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r
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sox
this 6
ial for
as 4
good 3
Priced
s Call
24

ideal
par.
brick

and
mint
so 2
See

43. Real Estate
Waterfront year round lake
homes Choose either of these
large lakefront homes for a
solid investment and year
around enjoyment of waterfront living Both homes have
their own boat dock as well as
_many other desirable features.
For more details on location,
call Guy Spann Realty 7537724

45. Farms For Sale
For sale by owner 96 acre
farm, brick house, three tobacco barns, stock barn tobacco
base and poundage Call 4928286

46. Homes For Sale
Three bedroom brick one block
from University large paneled
kitchen dining area 14 ft base
cabinets newly decorated inside and out 753-5791 or 7532649

y&
ean
erecl
suit,
ruth

Every Friday Night at
641 Auction House, Paris, Tn.
This week 2 loads from St. Louis. Lots of old glass,
dishes, tools, furniture, no telling what else' Come
see'

James E. Travis,
No. 278 Auctioneer

rge
In.
et 2
s
jar.
oval
ther
r

at

iller
594

53. Services Offered

46. Homes For Sale

53. services offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Alcoa Aluminum siding and
Siding, aluminum, vinyl steel
trim Call after 6 pm 753- Ken's Lawnmower repair. 718 Professional painting exterior, Free estimates Call 1-247interior-Phone
South
4th
437-4534
Fast
service
7531813 Jack Glover
7201 day or night
/400
Painting done to yoUr satisfacAdditions, Repair work, cirWill haul driveway white rock
culating fireplaces, roofing, in- Licensed electrician. Service tion, interior or exterior and Ag lime
also have any type
calls our speciality Call Reasonable and experienced
surance work Call Murray
of brown or white Pea gravel
Earnest
White
anytime
Call
153-8442
753-0605.
Remodeling 753-516'
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
Byers Brothers & Son-General Mobile Home anchors Roofing patchwork all kinds, or 753-4545
Aluminum
shingles
and
all
fiberglass
kinds, hot work
home remodeling. framing,
Will do plumbing, heating and
aluminum siding, gutters, and underpinning, white. beige, Call 753-0147
conditioning, repairs and
air
and
brown
Roofs
sealed
Also
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1remodeling around the home.
patio awnings, open or screenCARTER STUDIO such
362-4895.
as; painting, carpentry,
ed in. with or without windows.
Carpet
cleaning,
free Also carports, single and douWEDDINGS &
and concrete. 753-2211 or
estimates. satisfied references. ble
753-9600
sizes Jack Glover 753
PORTRAITS
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- 1873
after
6
pm
56.
Free Column
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-8298
753-5827 or 753-5816.
Free kittens Call 436-5502
INERT ALLEN
Compare and save on chain
DITC111116
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
link fencing Circle A Fencing
209 wawa, Street
753-8407
Back.hoe-loader work.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
• Closed All Day Wed.
Replacement, repair,
Can't get those small jobs
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
and additions to septic
x-t around the house or mobile
Price of
tank systems.
home done? Carpentry, painting. plumbing, aluminum
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
759-1515
For Nose./ 1 smose.11. *peso .11 /53 1145 owe 41.,
Poolu
siding, patios, small concrete
49. Used Cars
'By the shore of Gitchee Gumee, by the jobs.
Call 436-2562 after 5 pm. Will haul
anything at low cost
shining big-sea-water
1977 Chancey Trailer Concrete and block work. Block price. Also garage and baseSerial 4772 896 LBT
garages, basements, driveways. ment cleaning. Call 753-9685
52. Boats and Motors walks,
Home window cleaning, no job too large
49. Used Cars
5060 Will be sold at
patios. steps, free or 492-8704.
Arrowglass
bss
1977
boat.
85
or
small, reasonable rates, insured and
Public Auction at
1973 Thunderbird. has all the
estimates. 753-5476.
Wet basement? We 'make wet
Taylor
Dwain
experienced.
extras plus a new set of tires. hp Evinrude, power trim Hawg Carpentry service. Whatever basements
Call 759-1176 day or night.
dry, work complete$1350 Also an insulated top- trolling motor. depthfinder and your needs, old or new, quality ly
Chevrolet, Inc. 1307
guarenteed. Call or write
per for a long wheel base more. Call 753-0188 after 5 work. Call 753-0565.
South 12th St. Murray,
Morgan Construction Co.,
pm.
condition,
pickup.
$75.
in
good
Ky. on September 4,
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
Phone 1-354-6217
1976 Bomber bass boat, 15 ft. Carpet cleaning, at reasonable KY
1979 at 10:00 a.m.
OZARK LOG HOMES,INC.
42001, or call day or night,
Prompt
rates.
and
serefficient
1976 VW Rabbit, AM-FM tape, with 1972 65 hp Mercury, vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- 1-442-7026.
1974 Cougar XR7. AM-FM tape,
depth
finder
Lowrance
and
roof. Call 759-4889
e Log Home"PRICE"People
Your trees could be silently sufspoke wheels, air, sharp, sun
motor guide trolling motor. Ex- 2774.
Suggest:
uild your home and save two ways.
$1800 Can be seen N 641 50. Used Trucks
cellent condition, $3200, 753- Do You need stumps removed fering from insect attack and
Almo Heights. Call 753-1934 or 1961 Chevrolet pickup, step- 1794 after 5 pm.
from your yard or land cleared or fungus disease. A new
1. Buy your log home package from the
after 7 pm 753-1861.
side bed. 6 cylinder straight 1959 Chnscraft Cavalier 18' in- of stumps? We can remove method of .pesticide injection
to
log
your
trees
home -PRICE" people. Compare
can
correct
most
below
24'
the
stumps
to
up
1977 Caprice Classic, 4-door. shift. $275. 753-8124.
board with trailer. 283 engine.
of
our prices and "Save."
power brakes, steering, air. 1974 Dodge truck, in good con- Moving, must sell. 762-4327 or ground, leaving only sawdust , these problems easily and
and chips. Call for free quickly. Scientific and effecautomatic, AM-FM with tape, dition. Call 492-8325 after 5 753-9537.
estimate, Steve Shaw 753- tive. Call today, EPA certified.
excellent condition. Call 753- pm.
2. Build your own, simple to construct
36 Foot Drifter 'steel hull 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. Kelley's Termite & Pest Con4575.
trol, Inc., 100 South 13th
OZARK Log Home and Save two ways.
1969 Dodge grain truck, 2 ton, houseboat. 100 hp Evinrude.
For sale 1978 Datsun B-210 flatbed dump Call after 5 pm, Fully equipped. Sleeps 6 Dozing, ask our price. Phone Street, Murray, KY 42071.
BEAUTY AND QUALITY
AM-FM radio, air conditioned 492-8832
$8500 762-4327 or 753-9537 522-8418. Minimum 24 hours. Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
Call 753-8668
Sales at Sears now. Call experience in pest control.
1979 Ford Ranger 100 Lariat, 24 foot Pontoon, coast gaurd Fence
/OM
Sears 753-2310 for free Small Engine repair,
"PRICE"Say it all
efficient
CB radio, stereo, cruise control, equipped, 55 horse Johnson
estimates for your needs.
Come By And
436-2367
outboard
motor.
mechanic
on
all
duty at
times.
tilt steering wheel. power Can
FOR SALE
1
For your chain link fencing Contact Montgomery Ward
See
be seen by calling 753-3934 after 6 pm.
Our Display
1976 AMC
from 7 30-530. Brooks Bus Silverline 16 foot tn-hull, 75 needs, contact Montgomery Catalog Store, 753-1966.
Hwy.
121
By
-Pass, Murray,Ky.
PACER
Line. or 753-0537 after 6 pm. hp Johnson Stinger motor plus Ward. Free estimates. 7531966.
Herndon's
Or send $3.00
Power steering, air,
For sale 1975 Dodge van trailer. all 76 model. Call 489
Portable Welding
Guttering by Sears. Sears conautomatic, radio, customized, V8 automatic 2248 after 5 pm.
for our brochure of
tinous gutters installed per
Service
753-4894
w..w. red with white
- Low Priced Beautiful
Rt. 6, Box 154,
your specifications. Call Sears
vinyl. 9,700 miles.
Log Homes
1967 Ford pickup. heavy duty
FOR
753-2310 for free estimates.
Murray, Ky.
springs. $250. Call 753-0657.
Call Pete Panzera
753-9507
SALE
Insulation blown in by Sears.
after 2:00 p.m. 7531978 Hole Bole. 28 foot used
1974 Jeep Cherokee S sharp'
save on these high heating and
only
4
in
hours.
Still warranty.
7531463 after 7 pm
2772.
cooling bills Call Sears 753
Can be seen at Kernake Marina.
2310, for free estimates
51. Campers
Dockage tees pain until May 1.
Auction Sale, Saturday, Sept. 1st at 10:00 a.m. at the home of the late Mr. Choice
1972 Gran Torino, 2-door, new 1969 Coachman 16'2 ft.
1980..111 health reason for sellLicinsed Electrician and gas in
ing Ronald W Churchill, 753tires, $695 402 South 16th trailer, self-contained, good
and Mrs. Lela Taylor, 620 Broad St. in Murray, Ky.
stallation, will do plumbing,
Street. 753-4413.
-heating and air conditioning.
condition, $1700 489-2543 2738
Will have for sale: 2 bedroom suites, one poster bedroom suite, one walnut L2
Call 753-7203.
1970 Opal stationwagon, after 5 pm.
'oed, old spindleback rocker, treadle sewing machine, wicker sewing basket, old
automatic transmission, blue
bookcase, old library table, oak dresser with -bevel edge mirror, 2 old radio
Mid Summer
-4014
.
6 40
with white interior. $450. Call
cabinets, bowl-legged tables, floor lamp, old kerosene lamp, wood table and
Clearance Sale
rc.,,,
FREE
753-8124
chairs, old wood 1,2 lb. butter mold, old gord egg basket, wooden cabinet, wash1979 Starcraft pop-ups.
boards, wringer washer, small apartment size refrigerator, old oil cook stove.
20 MILE
1975 Oldsmobile Royal 88. 4. $1995
Starcraft
and
hot plate, elec. stove and refrigerator, chrome dinette set, old kitchen cabinet,
door. Asking $1475. Call 436- Roadranger travel trailers,
DELIVERY
handmade rolling pin, chest type home treezer, vacuum cleaner, old milk bot$4200 and up See us for
2658
tles, good mixer and old mixing bowls, old glass and china, iron skillet, 2 water
i
sommumemmun
iumr
753-0984
parts, accessories, and hitch
jugs, window fan, electric heaters, lawn chairs, hand and garden tools, many
installations. White's Camper
FOR
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of'
other items too numerous to mention. Sale conducted by
SALE
Sales. Highway 94 E. 753fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U 0605.
1979 Mazda RX 7. 4800 hides.
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
5 speed, silver with black inVentura camper 1060. sleeps
For more information call 435-4144 in Lynn Grove, Ky. Not responsible for accidents.•Eats and drinks
a 60. Buy the best for less.
,error $7575. Call 753-1613
five. Can be seen at 243 Rivena
available All real estate auctions held jointly with Boyd-Majors Real Estate
;WSW now fel 5 P 10 711 SUN 2 ••
Boa Nino
Sam Finns
Court, Murray.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
(III SERVICE MIMI UST,IT PITS!)
Sestioseer
App. Ametiowtetw

New brick duplex, one block Three new 4 bedroom homes
from University. each side 2 by builder in Canterbury
bedrooms, heat pump, clothes Estates Will consider a trade
washer,
dryer,
stove, 753-3672
refrigerator, garbage disposal,
Two bedroom frame house, very
dishwasher, lots of storage in
kitchen Appraised at $80.000 nice, immediate possession
For appointments call 153- days 753-0550. nights 7531871 or 759-1261
5791 or 753-2649
Three bedroom brick veneer 47. Motorcycles
with living room, family room 1967 Dodge pickup 1971 750
kitchen combination, 2 bath Honda good condition 753home located in wooded area 4984
near Murray High Call 7531972 Model 500 Kawaski,
7907 after 5 pm
3000 actual miles, $1000 Call
By builder two new 4 bedroom 153-5463 or 753-0144
houses in Canterbury Call 753- 1979 Yamaha 400 XS less
3903 for further information than 1,000 miles, perfect con
Three bedroom brick, newly dition Call after 5 pm 759carpeted, bath and a half, kit- 1883
chen, living room, dining room,
large patio on large lot, large 1978 Yamaha YZ 80 Honda
gentle mare
utility room. 3 miles from Mur- MR 50 Also a
ray. Call 753-8667 after 5 pm. Phone 437-4703.

AUCTION
SALE

Hums
to.
Mrs.

46. Homes For Sale

ihivtokel-Pha CLASSIFIED AD

House and approximately 3 acres just listed.
Unusual opportunity to have your own horse
farm within the city limits of Murray. Property
has attractive cypress plank fencing, 36' x 24'
redwood and concrete block'horse stable, and the
home is an extremely well maintained 3
bedroom, 2 bath home. Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for all the information on this once-in-alifetime opportunity.

ESTATE AUCTION

4

to

ath
den
hop
S. It
to

Dan Miller's Auction_Service

kinmall•
PIANO-ORGAN

deal
00111
ped
lace,
and

SALE
New Pianos and Organs At
Almost Used Prices

PIANOS
totally
Used upright
refinished in natural oak
Aeolian made Console
with Bench. Pecan. 1 only
- Reg. $1310.
stock
fleAt

$245
$988
$988

Spinet by Kimball, walnut
with padded bench - Reg.
$1295.00
Kimball Deluxe Spinet with
Bench Walnut oak cherry
pecan
Priced to $1500
$1288

HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
In Meadow Green Acres, just VA miles south of
Murray. lovely 3 bedroom, 114 bath, brick home
on 11 lots with fenced back yard (excellent for
young children & pets). Central heat& air, built-in
in dishwasher, drapes, utility room, and closet
space galore. Garage with electric door opener
and extra-high TV aerial for good reception. City
water but no city taxes! Over 1700 total square
feet. Your chance for an excellent buy at
$42,500.

Call today, 759-1410

FOR SALE
This is the property that you may have been asking
about for your country home. Beautiful 391-2 acres
apx. located on North 16th St. Extended joining
M.S.U. farm. Long road frontage many beautiful
trees, water and gas lines. Suitable for dividing into
Mini farms or ribbon development on long blacktop
road frontage. Priced less than $1650.00 per acre.

Kimball Console with Padded Bench, your choice,
walnut
cherry. maple,
pine. Compare with pionos401
priced $1800 to $2200

488

North

ORGANS
ck of
Bluff.
I elecarage
9,900

New Kimball with 2
keyboards. 13 bass pedals
and padded bench, drums,
magic one finger chords,
only 2 at this price
Used Wurlitzer Spinet with
bench, 2 keyboards with
bass pedals
90 day wpfranty

Utterback Rd.

$888

Many, many used organs, all prices, we
always warrant our used instruments from 90
days up to one full year, and we will meet any
reasonable offer
art
It

KIMBALL
MUSIC CENTER

lip

601 Broadway

443-3879
Paducah Ky.

Saturday September 1, 1979-10:00
a.m.
Location: Travel U. 5. 68 West of Draffenville To Hwy 782 (Griggstown Rd I. Travel IV, mi. Next to New Hope Baptist church
WATCH FOR SIGNS

REAL ESTATE
Three bedroom home with 2-7;10 acres. Home consists of living room, three bedrooms, large kitchen &
dining area, '2 bath, large storage room, front porch,
nice cellar, gas heat, storm windows, water by
everlasting spring on pump, carpet in two rooms,
beautiful shady lot with smoke house & storage
building

REAL ESTATE
753-8080

OYD-M
AJORS
REAL ESTATE

105 N.
12th Street
753-8080

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Maple short poster bed, Franklin treadle sewing
machine (good), platform rocker, night stand, chifferobe, old oak dresser, what-not stand, floor lamp, 3
cane bottom choirs, aluminum rocker, 2 oil lamps,
Electrolux vacuum, small camel back trunk (real nice),
quilts, old kitchen dish cabinet, Hot Point stove, Hot
Point refrigerator, chrome dinette - 4 choirs, desk,
maple break front, old kitchen cabinet, maple chest of
drawers, electric heater, antique lamps, small radio,
maple spinet bed, maple chest of drawers, antique oak
dresser, 2-piece living room suite, 2 maple end tables,
2 naugahyde swivel chairs, antique picture frames,
RCA B&W console TV (good), 3-piece waterfall poster
bedroom suite, old rocker lawn mower, 1969 Nova 4door sedan 54,000 miles.

YOU'LL AGREE."THE BUY OF 1979"

Owner says sell quickly - his loss - your gain - this
outstanding quality 4
droom, 3 bath B.V.
Colonial style home
rres, South of Murray
is priced far belo
cement cost. 2 central
gas furnaces, 2
al elec. air cond., central
vac system, intercom,So much luxury - Don't let
this one get away. Only 69,900.

TERMS
I h,,

$395

ESTATE AUCTION

Beautiful Wooded
Areas-Long Blk. top
frontage.

Claude L. Miller,
Real Estate
753-5064 - Phones 753-3059
24 Hr. Answering Service

Real Estate 20% Day of Sale Balance with Deed; Personal Property Cash; Not Responsible In Case of Accidents.
Owners Willie (Bill) Coursey Estate

BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED

LILE REAL
ESTATE 84
AUCTION
Aurora, Ky. 474-2717
Broker-Auctioneer Vernon Lile

Neat 3 BR., 11
/
2 bath home located on a quiet
street in a nice neighborhood. Has been completely redecorated in the past year, Franklin
fireplace, New heat pump. Fenced in back yard
Priced in mid 40's.

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE

After Office Hours Call:
Audro Moody 753-9036 Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Barbaro Erwin 753-4136
Homer Miller 753-7519
Reuben Moody 753-9036
B. Hook 753-2387
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Deaths and Funerals
Services Friday At
Free Will Church
For W. P. Perry

W. Clydous Berkley
Dies At Age Of 54;
Funeral Is Today

The funeral for William
Paul Perry will be held Fridayat 1 p.m. at the Free Will
Baptist Church, Murray, with
the Rev. Richard Drew officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Pleasant Hill Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Rutledge Funeral Home of
Murray.
Visitation will be held
tonight Thursday from 7 to 8
at the Free Will Baptist
Church.
Mr. Perry, 71, St. Louis,
Mo., died Sunday at a hospital
there. Born April 3. 1908, at
Almo, he was a retired employee of the Chrysler Motor
Division.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. LeVerne Perry, St.
Louis, Mo.; one daughter.
Linda Jane Cooner, Detroit,
Mich.; one son, Alfonso Perry,
Sedalia; two sisters, Mrs.
Nettie M. Cogdell, Murray,
and Mrs. Clara Stubblefield,
Almo; five brothers-Fred of
Murray, Ottie and Dock of
Detroit, Mich., the Rev.
Jewell Perry, Paducah, and
John of Capria. Va.; one
uncle, Plenty Perry, Murray;
one aunt, Opal Blanton.
Paducah.

Williatit Clydous Berkley of
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn.. died
Tuesday at the Westen Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He was 54
years of age.
A painter and contractor, he
was last employed with
Bryant Owen Construction
Company. Born April 15, 1925.
he was the son of the late
Clydous Lee and .Artie
Hastings Berkley . He was a
member of the Point Pleasant
Baptist Church.
Mr. Berklev is survived by
three sisters-Mrs. Carolyn
Stallings, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mae Overcast. Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Sue Paschall,
Akron, Ohio; three brothersLeon and J. W. Berkley, Paris,
Tenn., and Elroy Berkley, Tell
City, Ind.
He was preceded in death by
a sister, Mrs. Lucille. Wimberley, in 1967.
The funeral is being held
today at 3 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians. Paris. Tenn., with the
Rev. H. D. Lax officiating.
Nephews are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will follow
in the Foundry Hill Cemetery.

„temple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday;
Event On Sunday

Youth To Conduct
Street Meet Friday

The Youth of the First
Assembly of God will sponsor
a street meeting on Friday,
Aug. 31. at 9 p.m. on the court
square.
house
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Speaker for the meeting will
Masons
Free and Accepted
be the Rev. William McKinwill mee1 Saturday, Sept. 1, at
ney. The youth will direct the
First
the
in
7:30 p.m. for work
singing.
Degree.
The public is invited to
of
Master
Roberts,
Larry
a spokesman said.
attend,
the lodge, invites all members
of the Masonic fraternity to
attend.
The lodge will also observe Federal-State Market News Service
August 30, 1979
its 125th anniversary on Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Sunday, Sept. 2, at 1:30 p.m. at Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 392 Est. 700 Barrows di
the lodge hall with George R. Gilts manly 75 higher Sows mostly
Effinger, Past Grand Master steady some .50 lower
1.1S 1-2 200-230 lbs... $39.00 39.25 few 39.50
of Kentucky Masonic Lodges, US 2 200-240 lbs.
$38.75-39.00
137.75-38.75
US 2-3240-390 lbs
as featured speaker.
US 2-4 350-280 lbs
Lunch will also be served on Sows
137.50-28.50
Sunday. All Masons and their US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$28.00-27.50
US 1-3 300-450 Its. .
families are invited to attend US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
.13750-20.50
K28,50-30.00
this memorial event, Roberts US 1-3 500-650 lbs. ..
.$25.00-2600
US 2-3 300-500 lbs .
said.
Boars 23 00-2000

Hog Market

WOULD YOU BUY
If This houseboat could
be had for only...

woo;

T523 HB

.S14,700
Brand new, sleeps 5 adults, in the
water ready to go. An all season boat.

WOULD YOU BUY
If this cruiser could be
had for only...
7

Moving west-northwest at 15
mph, the renter of on, if the
most powerful hurricanes to
hit the Caribbean this century
passed about 80 miles south of
St. Croix, the southernmost of
the U.S. Virgin Islands, at
daybreak.
In its 6 a.m. EDT advisory,
the U.S. National Weather
Service pinpointed the center
or eye of the hurricane at 16.4
degrees north latitude and 65.2
degrees west longitude, or
about 150 miles southeast of
San Juan. It had been located
about 220 miles southeast of

By LEW WH E s I')\
Associated Press Writer
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
) AP ) - Hurricane David
regained its strength and
lashed the Virgin Islands and
the south coast of Puerto Rico
with gale winds and torrential
rains early today after battering two of the Windward
Islands.
operators
radio
Ham
reported heavy property
damage on the islands of
Dominica and Martinique, but
there were no reports of
casualties.

AP) WASHINGTON
Kentucky's two senators have
made a final appeal to the
Interstate Commerce Commission to repeal a 22 percent
rate increase for coal shipped
by the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad.
The ICC is scheduled to
decide Friday whether the
increase granted earlier this
year should be made permanent.
Sens. Wendell Ford and
Walter Huddleston, both DKy., who have opposed the

increase, called on' the
commission to exercise "logic
and common sense" in
making its final determination.
"Many Kentucky coal
operators already have been
forced out of business because
of increased • transportation
costs," they said in a letter to
ICC Chairman Daniel O'Neal.
-We believe that the interim
22 percent increase is
outrageous and has already
had a drastic impact on the
coal
Kentucky
eastern

John Y. Brown Jr. Wants
To Debate Louie Nunn;
Objects To Time, Format
Television. the Lexington
Herald said today in a
copyrighted story.
"We've got over 2,000
requests right now for public
appearances by John and
we're trying to work out the
times," Atkins said. "John,
after all, initially challenged
Louie to a debate and without
question wants to debatc
I.ouie, and will."
However, Brown objects to
the proposed schedule of three
live, one-hour programs.
Atkins said, and would prefer
a single program -"a kind of
shootout at high noon."
"There is no reason for us to
give Nunn any exposure we
don't have to give, but John
LOUISVILLE. Ky AC , - USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves 300. feels like it's a matter of the
represented classes steady
public's right to know," Atkins
Slaughter calves utility 1-3 43 0049 40
cutter 1-2 4200-4050. canner and cutter said.
under BOO lb 35 00-42 00 slaughter bulls
Nunn spokesman Larry Van
yield grade 1 1620 lb indicating 61 carcass
borung percent 6500. yield grade 1-2 11115- Hoose said the Democrats are
1660 lb indicating 75-79 percent 5950-4239
stalling, now that Nunn is
yield grade 1-2 Ind c 75-713percent 1180-1670
1b53 25-59 00, slaughter calves and sealers ready to debate and has
choice 1115-300 lb vealers 65.00-94 00. a few agreed to the proposed KET
up to 100 00. choice 300-480 lb calves 75 00- series.
61.50. feeder steers choice 200-305 lb 99 50"They're delaying and it's
117 00 315-425 lb 93 00-110.00. good 400-525
lb 69 50-78.50 heifers few choice 315-542 lb getting
ridiculous," Van
.25411 CO. dock cows choice 2-4 year okis
750-1250 lb 49 0048 75. 41 year olds 600- Hoose said. "It's a question of
1039 lb 45 00-50 Z.
whether they want to be open
For the week, slaughter steers 50-1 00
or to run a cover-up camlower heifers weak to 50 lower. calves
200-1 00 lower, bulls steady to 1120 h7 es paign."
and vealers 2 00-5 00 higher; • feeders lost
Smith said the current
early week's advance. closed steady to 1 00
higher, however choice over 600 ib in short schedule calls for 30 minutes
supply
of debate on selected issues
Hogs 500 barrows and gilts 75-1 00
between the candidates,
222005.
75-41
40
lb
1-2215-245
US
higher.
250 lb 40 25-40 75. US 2-3 21lb 39 60-40 25. followed by 30 minutes of
on
sows steady to 1 50 lower, decline
questioning by a panel of
weights over 400 lb. US 1-2330-360 lb 30 5031 50. 400-600 lb 29 00-3000. few 565 lb journalists.
20.65. boars over 300 lb 27 0-2 75
The debates tentatively are
For the week, barrows and gilts 50
scheduled for statewide
lower, sows 1 00-300 lower_
Sheep 25, untested For the week, early telecast at 6:30 p.m. CDT on
week slaughter lambs 300 higher, feeders Jct. 2, Oct. 17 and Nov. 1.

markets," the statement said.
Ford and Huddleston told
O'Neal that making the rate
increase permanent "will
create a terrible competitive
situation for eastern Kentucky
coal."
-Recent news reports have
outlined the ability of utility
companies in the southern
part of the country to obtain
foreign coal at a lower price
than Kentucky coal, " the
senators said. "This situation
is even more distressing in
light of our attempts to limit
foreign imports of energy.
"Not only is the issue of
Kentucky's economy important to us but we also are
concerned about the critical
problem of the balance of
payments."
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Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephorw
Bonanza
(2irysier
Ford Motor
G A
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodricii
Hardees
Heublein.
IB
Jerico
K Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Tesaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

Independent Piano
Teachers Division
Maxine Clark (Mrs Lame A )
Shirley Johnson(Mrs Robert E 1
Suzanne Johnson(Mrs Donald W)
Dorothy Mason(Mrs Neale 8.)

API NEW YORK
Samuel I. Newhouse, builder
of a communications empire
that once included 31
seven
newspapers,
magazines, six television
stations, five radio stations
and 20 cable television
systems, died Wednesday at
the age of 84.

Susan McKeever(Mrs James I
Sharon Owens(Mrs Steven
Carol Thompson(Mrs John A 1
Margaret Wilkins(Mrs Thomas
An Affliate of

H

Kentucky Music Teachers Association
Music Teachers NationalAssociation

Features self-defrosting
refrigerator section.
automatic interior light.
convenient egg nest with
room for a dozen eggs.
zinc-plated full width shelves
for strength, rust resistance
and lasting good looks

• Adjustab1e Temperature
Control
• Twin Crispers
• Super Storage Doors

I

Corrections & Amplifications

Separate temperature
controls for
refroger•tor and
freezer sections

Telephone numbers listed in the Wednesday edition of
The Murray Ledger & Times for John Y. Brown, Jr., for
Governor headquarters at 405 S. 4th in Murray were incorrect due to incorrect information supplied the newspaper.
The correct telephone numbers for the headquarters of
the Democratic party for the general election Nov 6 are
.753-4156 and 753-4158.

allow'dam ar411

Textured
E
Steel doors
help hide
n
hgprprints

Acnostable
tempered-glass
shelves

Model EDT202ZK

ve.74
Whirlpool 19.6 Cu.ft.

E
31499 '479900
DOTS DIVISION

With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South

'featured Steel
doors help hide
fingerprnits

mew

Porcelainenameled
slide-out meat
pan and crisper

c_.,._ McClurg

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

-1.45

Industrial Average

Announces
Participating Members
of the

Communications
Emperor Dies At 84

steady

Keep That Great GM Feel,
Don No Clore

Prices of stock of local interest at
.nusin. EDT, today, furiustied to thr
Ledger & Tunes by First of %aural,
Corp of Murray. are as follows

MURRAY
MUSIC TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION

They said that, "given the
fact the ICC is charged with
the responsibility for ensuring
that individual railroad rates
are just and reasonable, we
can in no way perceive that
the 22 percent increase which
has been saddled on Kentucky
coal meets that criteria."

Luv Demo Sale

STEURY

radio operators said hundreds
of houses were flattened on the
two islands.
Louis Block, an amateur
operator in Cleveland, said a
ham operator transmitting
from Roseau, the capital of
Doniinica, reported "houses
all around him are flat - no
phones, no electricity."
The broadcast said 200 to 300
houses in the immediate area
had been destroyed, but no
deaths or injuries had been
reported yet, Block said.
David's top winds dropped
Tuesday night to 140mph but
picked up again Wednesday,
and the Weather Service said
conditions were favorable for
it to strengthen more.

Livestock Market

Brand new full canvas enclosure, 150
h.p., big block V-6 Evinrude, ski, camp
or cruise. We have other all season
cruisers to choose from.

IS.oo
ao,

the point where they usually
turn north toward Cuba or the
United State," a member of
the Weather Service staff
said. "Some go straight west
toward Mexico and some just
die out, but this one doesn't
look like it's going to die out."
With maxinium winds back
to 150 mph, David roared into
the Caribbean between the
of
Windward
Islands
Dominica and Martinique on
Wednesday. Regular communications channels were
knocked out, but sketchy radio
reports intercepted by ham

LEXINGTON. Ky. API Democratic gubernatorial
nominee John Y. Brown Jr.
his
debate
to
wants
Republican opponent, Louie
Nunn, but objects to the time
and format of the televised
confrontation, says Brown's
campaign co-chairman,
George Atkins.
Atkins is to discuss Brown's
objections Friday with Al
Smith, a westein Kentucky
newspaper publisher who is to
moderate the 'debate on
Kentucky Educational

11'32C3w ,3;1111

$7,9,50

I

San Juan in the midnight
bulletin.
The
Weather Service
predicted it would be within 70
miles of Ponce, Puerto Rico's
second largest city on the
south-central coast, about
noon and then would move on
to Cabo Beata, the southerrunost point of the Dominican
Republic, by late afternoon.
The storm is expected to stay
on the same northwewterly
track for the next 24-hours, the
service said.
•.When they pass the
Dominican Republic, that's

Kentucky's Two Senators Make
Appeal To Repeal Rate Increase

The Murray'Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 731-1918.

S1900 Cr

Stock Market

Damage Reported After David Strikes

753-2617
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res''the door within a
door' or extra convenience

No-Frost refrigerator freezer
Plus Free
ICE MAO
Automatic
Ice
Maker
replenishes

